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kir GREAT MURDLR. .411 SILLILD T
181€3,E5toors. 23tcor.€5
NEW ERA.
110PKINSVILLE. CIIRLSTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCIIY, FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 9, 1888.
PREPABE
ii• HUH iesois sou a ilea Pasteies-strising them right and left K 
is el. ing them
down, to &lava ik K II t LI, THKIlit U-47 u. siZ do There 0 great 
rejoicorg among the FOR
wisp OUP Men esilam rv awl bljoinlag meiotic* Kverybo .v is 
rurproett livery body is
arturunded at toe way THIS 111111e.TON millionth ils cutting down the 
priers of ,
goods. Buy there cries awl von will buy turre always.
....2airrfilitt Hard Earned hfoney THE INEVTQLE.
- AND COMIC FOR 1 oUR-
yaw eamorise, cLerreassiG„ ROOT% 4 Ian 114110E31. ATo AND C1 Po, 
NO-
11110No. JEW. Lab, ETC.
Iverythi g st prieer ne•er beforo offered in t larkaville All well erleeteul 
procrta. Peet awl
Int lap) ty. 
later& et .1.0. Vreal, from the New To k market. Lome awl see for 
yours3if.
Don't brevet the place- Settle'r old stand.
Ilion c..b.eicl. menet 31=/c rim erotic c 
Per '2" art5 !
BAYER, SAIEWITZ st CO.




Large Stoek Well /tanned. Prices Low. Work 
a Srwvialtv.
rranklin Street. Clarksville. Tenn
•
BOOK-KEEPING, SHORT-HAND, TELEGRAPHY, PENMANSHIP, Etc.
Winter is coming and you
will want to be well protected
againfft-its stormy blasts.
Being connected with one
of the-largest houses in this
country, we are enabled at all
times to buy our goods very
cheap. We have bought
  largely of flannels from the
Ilbsikuirea tin* bar Wilk Avoid write fir the Caldera er
& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGENO. 4.0.0 THIRD STRISTs LOUISVILLE. KV.
NEW HOUSE, NEW GOODS, NEW IDEAS,
IN PRINS in OLD LZP:111:11R.
A. MILLER PAINT CO.,
kor. 1st and Locust Streets, Evansville, Ind.
Grinders and Manufaeturers of White Lead
Mixed Paints of all kinde, jobbers of Window
Glass, Painter's Supplies, etc.
Send for prices. They will cost you noth-
ing and we defy all eompetitors.
S.  _
RENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
iseratesvie es Coosa. No. V, •. F. • •. IC
Brims Hopper, 11  . N.
MOW at Neonate Hall, Sint marry
Block, sem Monday night In e ,e
OKIINTAL CH A PTKM NO. 14., r.. A. N.
Thomas Hochman, II P
convocations fd Monday of earl.
Ileamele Hall.
11118DR.IC COMMAN DIN Y 140.11, K. T.
Br. . H. Deitrich, N. C.
Resta Mosiday tassel" swath at Masonic
dor aL•liCaX1./M,iwirxi•nril,LXCOUX
CIL. NO.614
loll. Ludas, K geht.
Made Wand 4th TanreMays moth month at
J. I. Lambs" °lice.
1110• TON COUNCIL NOJCHOSEN I N
IL Lewes, Chiaf Counselor.
Illeins at 1. O. r. fd sal 4th Monday is
each month.
CIIIII8Tla 24 LAJ DMZ, It
K. kt. •ndeneuia, tator.
Vocal lat awl lin1 Tumid?? in eruct,









More of awn' eolil then other Binder in




" al DEERING MOWERS
114114K4HULSN LODGIL NC. In K. OF P.
A . Salark, C. C.
=meets the bra Sallarolavi in es -La at Mews's
taller wmx waajaix. OF P.
L.. K. Davis, PreaTi.
Moms id Holiday *every mono at x.
Aw.terooe's Hall
"'
K W 14. TS or UOLD1.21 C11088.
B. B. Name, C.
k. A Itogples, K of !...
Morainic 1st earl reetays m each month
ANCIIINTORDZIL or Ow D WORKBAGS.
W. H. Lee, . W.
Tine of isemieg.Ild eel lth Tuesdays at Mc-
lousy, Homie a Co.'s LANS.
401161112 KIOSK LI/DIAL 1110. Ill, 1. 0 0.1.
A. S. csItheell, N. U.
Moen every Vridey neat at u. 0. I. liall.
sitattelt estcainenster, NO. 111, 1. 0. 0.
F. Hendeson, C. P.
Lodge mews Li and Id Thursday nights at I.
O r. Hall.
OROS& OF THS IKON HALL
Joan Misayea, P. C. J.
Sleets ith * irdariolay each month at John
kloayon's
ri...otneten If) 27, DAUGHThiby
OF It IISKK A.
Meets Ant Mosday noPt at I. 0 O. / liall
COLORED LODGES.
I.T5110N filliSIVOLSNT SOCIETY.
Kona lat sad 1d Moseley evening 1 u eae
smooth., f o'clock, at their lodge room, Main
street, second story over Hower and verrahla-
fee Wahliag. R. McNeal. Presiden t ; N ett Tor.
eer, aric'y.
FILSZPOIN LOD0111, NO. ?6, U. B. F.
Meets tot aad Ird Tamoda7 nights in Poston',
Hall, Court street. Z. W. (Aiwa, W. al; L. 8.
Beckaer. Secretary.
111.131ADOKA TICIIIPLJL, 140. 88, 8. or I.
Meets and Oh Tuesdays im each month ie
t'. B. T. Hall Poetell's Hoak Court street
Anomie Mosien, W. P; Came Banks D. P
ILa Cook y, Secretary
HOPMINSVILLS COMM. NO. ISH, G. IJ. 0.
OF O. E.
Moen lad avid ita Momillay nights at lloose.i
amd Overaloases Ha IT Main street. Charles
Jesup 0; William Grey, V. 0; IL ty. Ginn
P. II; William' Clart N. F.
MTIPTIC TIII COMIC NO. 1961. U. N. 0.
OF F.












Maul Chugs all with Spud Ilerlraid
- --
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST MUTE
Ulna It Lose,  lite Idredors.--e
to the
SOUTHEAST  & SOUTH
THROtiCH Orem above cities to
Obattoosegs, making direct cos
sectional with
E.1.1.11212111123. &lac* Cass
f,,r Atlanta, S aa It,
sad points is Iriorkia.
I'dosections are ma& at Older* sod NW-
• hi* fur all points
MONTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
Di  Pm:Ileum Palau Cars 
rMIGRANTS  "'hi" "Mee ee theline ef tin nod will
rice v. special low
flee Agrees id WM Corneas, fee rase., resew,
lie. er write, E. IP. ATNOilf, 6. P. T, A.
Have 110 Etter': .
We have a f Mock on hand of all Air,A. We
w arrant etre% w agon to give perfect natrafae-
turn or refund the money. Buy your wagons at
homes here the warntetee id good
We sow have in our emp!oy f..reman of qur
warm and machine utepartmert. Mr. O. .
Ciarloser. of Harrodsburg Ile thormighly un
ilerstands repairing all kinile of OtalitInery OA
wareo. tr. We with Loran attention that oitr
facintwe are oath that we can repair your sep-
arators better and for Irma money than an v....1y
elm bend thorn in early so that we can do the
















Our stock is etimplete in all depart-




hollshor & Nonullo R.R. Co.
SOUTH BOUND.
Mail. Mixed.
Leia•ea owesslioro 1:411p, m. 6:0o a. m.
Leavers Central City 4111. In. 9:30 a. m.
Arnves at Knasellville. 011111-p. n. 1:15 p. rn.
Leaves ituasenville  110.40 a. m.
0.40 p.
Arrives at AdairvIlle  111.00 a. m.
II SO p m
NORTH BOUND.
Loaves Adairrille  !LP a. m.
eLoo a. m
A rrivea at Husselivine  p tn.
0.00 p.
Leaves Russellville . 7.06 a.m. 9.26 a. m
...eaves central City 9 06 a. m I 50 p m
irrives at uwenshore.. 10.45 a. m. 4 46 p. In.
J T HARAHAN, Oen. Man'gr, Louisville.




The Finest and Largest Hotel in the City.
Kates OS.80 14: 54.00 Per Pay.
ecordiag to Rooms
irkiatt au I R 1441.11 R ttli4 in 11
recent trade sales of Faulk-
ner, Page Co., and Parker
Wilder & Co., and claim to
be able to show better value
than can be found elsewhere.
Ask to see our line.
=Tess 0-cods.
In this department we have
spread ourselves; we show a
fuR line of the latest nOvel-
ties in all the new shades'and
at various prices. We also
pay especial attention to hav-
ing Dress Trimmings, But-
tons, etc., to match Dress
Goods. You can always And
Mrs. P. C. Richardson atiour
store who will be pleased to
show vou the latest fashion
plates and give you all the
information you desire.
3EllarLicets.
We were very successful
with out Blankets last winter
and have bought largely piis
loseason and can safely p m-
ise you that we can save you
from 50c. to $1.50 on each
ipair. We keep them i all
sizes, weights and colors.'
M9aloric G-lcrures.
We import our fabric gl ves
direct from Gebruder er-
furth, of Chenmitz, and
Beecher & Co., Burkhards-
dorf, and show a full line of
staples and novelties. We
Itwish to call special attet ion
to fit of our gloves, mad as
carefully as Kid Gloves.
Cloalcs-
In this department we take
special pride. Our sales last
winter were enormous, and
this season' we have spread
ourselves on quality, styles
and plice. The evidence of
our superiority is shown by
the fact that although the
season is backward, we have
made our second heavy pur-
chase, and our buyer is tiow
east looking for more nek•el-
ties. We pay special atten-
tion to the make and fit of
each garment. We devote
our second floor to this line
and want to impress on tour
mind that it will be to )rour
interest to see us before illuy-
ing a wrap.
BEM Co II I





u AS THE LARGEST CIRCULA-
R-1 lion of ally DAILY Permit In Louis-
ville. The only evening paper that
prints the news of the United Preps as-
sociation.
Average circulation for tne last six -
It is the home paper for the people of 0LD PAPERSroont ha over 15,000.
the Ohio Valley.
As a newspaper it takes the front
rank, while the general literary flepart-
ment makes it emphatically the amity
Paper of the South.
Subscription- I
By melt. 50 cents per month (postage
free) $5 00 per year (postage free)•
IC 1.()U IS V I LI, E rosr,
:us W. Green Street, Louisville, Ky
ELECTION NOTICE. SCRATCHED 28 YEARS.
SoCce is beret.; given to all wit in it may
COM ern that in in117,11lice of an order of the
t inn t minty made and ...Mere,' on
i he reels) or Oetober, A. It. MN% and of the
statutes ill rue,' case made and provideut, an
election will be held at the ',Wend election
twee i irc la or place% of trolArtes CliciaLian 0011*-
ty. Ky., between the hours of 0 u'e oek, a. m.,
and 7 o'clock, p. of
lei trite the im•sc of the qualified voters of the
said cou wbether or not the said coun-
ty &hall subscrile for Two Thomsen., if 000)
reams of One Hundred Dollars .$100) each of
the capital stock of the Ohio Valley Kai way
Cosiipany. chartered by an act of the legisla-
ture of Kentucky, approved March a, 1.71,
(Session Aida, 1571, volume 2, page 91, chapter
15710 sort the .aeveral amendments thereto,
upon the terms and conditiote embrneed in the
proposition And requert of the raid Ohio Valley
Railway company in that behalf to the said
county court, viz:
frt. The amount of the said subocription, at
the option of the nubble to be atiputnted aa
provided in the neat sncceeding clause, may
be paid eithensin mot ey or in the bonds of the
county of Chriatlan at par; but if paid in howls
they shall be such bonds AA arc authorized Anil
provided Mr in the act of the legislature of
Kentucky beton., mentioned, and to bear filter-
ed at the rate of twr centsiM per annual,
payable semi-annually.
2nd. The bonds that shall be issued under
this proposition in pursuance °lithe said act.
shall be placed in the custody of IC 1'. croup
bell, preoident of the Bank of Hopkineville.
Lucian Joust, president of the City Bona, •nri
S. N. 'ince, president of the Planters Rank of
Hopkinsville, Ky., or of the president for the
ume being of the aal.1 bank., as trwases. The
said 141144106 Hall bays the authorit
y to nego
Hate tbe raid bonds at not leas than par, and to
receive the money therefor, if they
sh•11 determi re to trey said subscrip-
tion in money ; and in that event,
such bonds may bear interest, payahle
annually. at any rate not exceeding six per
centum per annum The howls ohich shall be
issued undrr this propoeitnon shot be negotia-
ble and payalle. principal and interest, to
bearer. at sone bank or banking houee, to be
designated by the court, in the city of New
York, thirty years from theirdste, and shall be
executed 116 prescribed in said a •t, and with In-
terco' coupons attached The iounty of Carts.
tlan shall have lie right to redeem said lowle
at any tone after lite yeare from and after
their date. The said trustees *dell pay to the
Ohio Valley Railway Company the amount of
saiul subeeription, either in money or in the
bonds of the said county, as authoweed by the
neat precteding clause. when the said com-
pany shall have bnilt, roustructed and com-
pleted thu 1111110 1 ne of its railway directly and
contiouously, and run • train of care over tile
game front the town of Princeton. tn Caldwell
county, Kent uflsk y, to tlw city of Hook insv ille.
in Chnstian county, Kentucky, •nd shall have
executed to the county of Clirtetian bond with
good security.guarankeing the e. nitiletion w
tu the time lwreinafter p eacribetijuf the saiit
railway front the city of llopkinsville to the
Tennearree state line in the general direction of
Florence, Alabama; or shall have deposited
with the said trustees One Iluedred Thousand
Dolars of the find mortgage bonds of said com-
pany (which shall le for the use and benefit of
the county cf hristian as molt guaranty,
WW2 bonds shall be forfeited to the county if
,wid railway shall not be completed through
said minty within the time herein prescribed.
ard The work of constructing the said road
between the town of Princeton and the city of
llopkinsolle shall be c,onitnenced within sixty
days after the sari rub•cript ion shall tia v e been
made, 411.1 howls issued and placed in the hauds
of the said trustee., awl the Peel railway shall
le completed and in operation between- said
points tt otrin cow ear from said time, and it
shall he cosapieted and in operation frote lipp•
ille to the Tennessee sate lino, in the di
rectum aforesaid, as mon there.
after all practicable, end salon the
period of three years from ita nompletion
to llopki-wv idle. The said railway shall be of
standard gauge. awl equal in all mowed* to the
character of said railway between said o.wn of
Princeton and the city of Henderson, Ky. And
on the rompletlon ot the raid railway through
the county of Christian In atteordanee with the
terns of this prow/union. the AtIO1 guars n tee
shall he cancelled, or the bonds deirmited vs it la
▪ trurtees arr hereinabove provided for ellen
le returned to the said company.
ith. the operation of the raid Ohio Valley
Railway, whether by the Ali.' rompany or hy
any rucemwor thereof in the ownerahip, mana-
gement or control of the runic, soul whether the
✓atne shell be operated googly or in connection
with other roadr in °rout of the _ate of Ken -
tuelky, or a. a part (if thretteti or trunk line
extending beyourl limits of the state of heti -
tuay. thee/taw benefits awl advantage...ball be
allowed to the gety Hopkinsville Int a point
on said road for the shipment or conalgnment
of all kinds of freight, •nd to the commence,
trade and traffic of Aalil city, in respect of
freight charges, as if the said city owe a term-
inal point; and no discriminatore shall be made
against the said city in respect of charger, for
freight,. dripped thereto or therefrom on Imo'
railway, and in favor trf any other point on said
railway or its connections.
5t1i. If the Louisville Nashville Railroad
Company, nr any successor thereof. or any
other poi-run, corporation or company n lie
shallows, control or operate that pert of the
system of the LOOM, iIle Nashville Railroad
Coinpany now extending into and through the
county of C hristian, or which shall hereafter
Ire tri.ilt or extended into or through raid coun-
ty, shall in any manner, or by •ny device w ha t -
ever within thirty years from the date of WWI
subicription of stock by or in leli•If of said
county, swim. the ownendrip, puerension or
control Of the I ibio V alley Railway
the Ilanl Mlle Valley Railway Cottipany,
its suecestor or assigns ahall pay or refuntl to
the said eounty the face value of the bowls
that shall he Matted by the Salt1 county soil ill.
iivcied la payment of said milmeription, or to se
cure the money to pay the same. hut ibis cov-
enant shall not be binding upon the said cone
pany, its auccesors, or aseigns or a charge upon
said railway in any way whatever, if the stock
to be rub:retitled for anti Mimed to said county
hereunder shall Le voted to enable the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company, or
any auceemor thereof, or any person, corpora-
tion, or w nipany as •foresaid to secure the
ownerahip poesession or control of the said Ohio
Vailey Railway.
nth. Upon the pay nient of the sadl subscrip-
tion in money or tondo. aa aforesaid, a certifi-
cate of stock for the said subeeription shall be
issued by the said Ohio Valley Railway eompa-
ny and delivered to the raid trustee* aubject to
be lill•poSet1 of as the county court of
said couoty shall determine. And
if the said company or its contraetors
dial 1 be prevented by the act of Mod,
war, riots, strikes or legal proceas, or proceed-
ings from commencing work on said railway
and completing the Jame within the Dore
herein provided, ruell reasonable time Abell be
allowed in addition to the time herein provid-
ed, after tbe removal or cessation of such pre-
venting cause or agency as may be required or
commence and complete the sant work.
7th If a vacancy shall oCCUr in the board of
trustees herein above provoleul for, or if any of
such innate/ shall for any eRLIAS, fail or refure
to act, other trustees shall be selected by the
county judge uif said county and the
president of said railway conntiany,
and appointed of record by order of
the county court. who shall have all the power*
conferred upon the trustee-it in the bertha Clan -4!
of this proposition JOHN
Oct. lnet. sheriff Christian County, h y.
A !•eiiii y,t sewing. shin lisiseassi wiLa
Endless buffering' Cared Kr
li 1 ii,7111witsviorfal teelgeneluetdiciuera.• Beemeses
t cid} t yglairel ago it Nonni GAVE *As Att me
o saurod dolla •. au imitieurie
a . f auffirino. My droutee (neonates)
cowl in red us ay head in a spot not larger
than • cent. It 'woad All over may
,bouirolvt ,a,ffu namaideuter myurint:elle, adbemscyolzawen.ovigd Deriativos et .iferafirn, ill justice to
w smear wesiont relief. lies tbousind 0, the opposition:
Satariay, November 10, A. D.1888 
lar• ould sot tempt toe to have ski disease
ntotisoza, Ky. Nov. Dees.
turver agem 4, %vat:: rePuriemoaru.tigarluetelitormi ichuldwil Editor New Kea : be ill you penult
rusy t. ling-norm, psoriasis, etc. me, Utrough your  , say a few
tam . • . . ets raps .ila ot er uses= •
reietlee to the two Itaillened
daocbdto4relisaNtl"Ourtureure ciali%o•eut‘pTati.we°thre 4. un- prepositive* to be voted on November..
Cara Valaadtail400 ranch 1 1,01 bass made 1 1.101, by the voters ot this comity ?
my HMIs eleof and free from scaler sr a '
by'e, All I USW Of thew was three Lox • of of ou
tirereveynouawmuntihiutosipawrehtahr sipaaosiouroldr
cut •ura, aud aree bottles of CuLicura Roma, half Or
darter% ealimisibd sale dCluoutiewaraoulaso :pay. eIrcuyreodu like to say nol•tive to the question. Suf-
'1-'4o say, IMO voters of our towe am:imisortre.steelii.eset4mtplauwortreidinhayvoeureedwotitheotaf mumps;
n ity ere almoet unanimously
ribartmei.e p1a4). our:, asou.sabLearmtwiao,abw"Howa.toa.4:u_tenure
'ter of taxation, save for the real
allaulluseut the Rai Rued tax, and against
elivaearrjaweaysee. lioly'r"armihri firileleogst tohaecbeallashi" gwociesulaY benefit of the great holm of the people
a while, het to no purpore.1 scratched tWent7- It IS a well ktIOW LI fact (het the people
eight years and it got to be • kind of reseed of this county, twenty years since, voted
Saturn to me. 1 thank you a "bowed tones
Any thing more that you want to know write UpOri theilathelTell Railktoad tax.
me;,or any ooe who reads late may write to nee We, (the people of this county) have
loaf will answer it. DIEN N IS Do WS ING
 'AY, Ja•. Sod, len.
toe the past twenty 3 ears. We are still
bean paying est enormous Rail Road tax
paying this tax. And God only knows
ween we Oral get rid of the tex We
have leests, and are being, taxed moot
outrageously and unmercifully. What
hags we been taxed for, or for what pur-
poses? Hay* we, (the people) been
taxed for the beuent of the people?
Have we been taxed for the erection of
oohing Messes and eburches for the edu-
cation of poor children, and for the
uhristlanization of the people? No Sir,
et_ejiie tit it. We have beta taxed for
the especial benefit ot wealthy RailRoad
men. We have been, and are being
taxed for the aggrandizement and theiffl'LES, I. lack • heada, ch•ppett and oily
J. 1.11. skin prevented by Cuticura Medicated glorification of the rich, the powerful
soap anti lutluential. We have been taxed
for the advancement ot the real ibterests
of those who care uot for poor people.
We have been, and are still owing taxed
eel elsa.mAelairl-e"PlanilAt IllPeleasuittei; fur the express purpose oh increasing the
relieves itheumatic. Sciatic, Sud- poverty tit the poor, aed the wealth uf
ilen, Sharp, and Nervous Pain..
the wealthy. of a truth, the Ul&ligett 01Strains and Weakness. nu nest and only pain
the people of this couLty have been mil-itating Floater. 25 etc
 teriaily disadvantaged by the Haliftued
naming through our county. Now, it
seems to we that all reasonable,
fair minded, slid rightly thinking
wen w ould or ought to vote
against these ReilRoad propositions.
ItatiRoad Ellett fe•I US that RaiiRoads
enhence the value of our lands by rt.:t-
itling through, or eear them, Yee Sir,
the projectors of RallRoads will tell us
any thilig in order to carry out their
nefarious plans and purposes, (Tue dev-
il, in order to carry out his nefarloini
purposes, told Eve that she would not
die if elm partook of the forbidden fruit )
Why Sir, the lends of Pembreke vicin-
ity, amid of this county, have greatly
decreased in value Since the construc-
tion of our Railroed. It is difficult to
dispose of lands at unusually reesonable
rates. Any man! who heeds the soft
talk of the projectors ol RailRoads falls
to reason correctly. Excessive and
useless taxation should be opposed by
all good citizens. It naturally follows
that Ifee evety 1000 individuals of the
c-unty would be disadvantaged, if we
vote upon its, tile propositious referred
to. It is ttequestiottably true that
wherever and whenever a comity votes
upon its. lf, a Rallitoad tex, that Pali
county pays for the uonstrutelon of said
re: ItallRoad, while the prej.ctors of Hall-
.-- Horde became the owners of the Rell•
Hoed, and receive the benefit of it.
other words, the people pay for
the boilding of the Ralletoad
while the projectors of Halleitads own,
and control tileen. Hid lite the people
V•111111111aliffeeerre of ti:eisitecoumnt,emparywfwur rtoltiemioongnst.thruncitolgott:
our county To whom does this Road
now belong? it belongs to parties who
never paid for its eueatruction. In a
nutshell, the people pay for the eon-
struction of Railltomis, while Rail-
Roads beeotne the property of wealthy
eorporaeons.
( it does seem that the people desire to
be deetived duped awl butnbugged)
Does it appear that twealble men would
vote to sustain wealthy corporations
and oppressors of p people?) Every
eitiem of chrietian county who rides on
the ears front Nortonville to Pembroke
pays jit4t the sante fare that citizens of
any outer enunty pay for ridieg sante
Grand Monthly Drawing distance. I (vette, for my lite, see
why any rutin in the °aunty °out(' tem-
scientiuusly favor this RailRoad project.
In the Academy of Rutile, New Orleans, Some few individuals will be benetitted
and enriched provided the proposed
Rallitoads are ootistructed by the county.
CAPITAL PIZE $333.0)3. give t4 the rich, and to oppress theit is the prerogative of some people to
poor. Those who favor the two Rail-
Road propositions are, most assuredly,
the friends and advocates of Railltoaii
Magnates and of political swindlers.
LIST OF MIMI. Our tax now *enmities annually to one
I PRIZE (IF 000.000 Is 1.".°°0 dollar on every $100 worth of property.
tisni0:0:
If the proposed HallRoad taxes are" of Immo is of tome is 
26,0D0 voted upon us our ta;es will be doubt-! of 2T.,000 is .....
au,000 lees increased 10e) per cent.tits to; 10.00066  are,. 
45:00m0
110,,00 
ReipeCtIttlly,of 5,000 are .....
.
30340 f "Aint101.1 sare"...
100,000 
Pembroke, (Christian co.) Kentucky.
themes D. SIMMONS,
, 011,000
500 of SOO aro
••11•VILLI c•srustrerin Matte r•es
The Light Draught Steamer
R 1.-T IC 13 I 1•7
.1.R. TIIOMPRothi
MD NASH.
Psorissis, Pews, Tetter, Ilingworm, Lichen,
Pruritus, Scau Dead. Milo Crust, oandruff,
Barbers',Baeone emeene and Washerwoman'.
Itch, and every species of Itoinag, Burning.
Sealy. Pimply Humors of the Skin and Scalp
and Blood, loth Loss of Hair, are positively
cured by Cu tbura, Lae great Sk in lure, mid
Cuticur•flofffj. an exquisite Pain Beautifier
externally, Rod Cuticurs Resolvent, the new
Blood Purifier Internally, worm physiciaos and
all other ren elle, fail.
Sold everywhere riesiKutitistira.fik_I heap.
Mc; Resole/int.:1U, Prellniell lif AmirOtTrit
DU!.he ell Ario 
/th Co ., Boston,
Seri d for -Bow to Cure feste Disease,
page*, 40 illustrations, and ex teatiniosial•.
Free! Free From Pain!
IINPRECIRDENTED ATTRACTION!
w Over a Millie' Dodo bided !
L.S.L.
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMP'?
Incorporated by the Legialature in lres, for
Educational sad clutrushie purposes, aod
franchise made a pallid the present State Con-
sti. ution, 1r79, by an overwhelming popular
vote
Its Grand Kxtratordin•ry Drawings take
place Iseult Annually, (June awl December
•S‘I lirarA atingle Nuniber Drawings take
• un each of the other tea inonne in the
year. and are all drawn in public, at Ole Acad-
emy uf Music, New Orleans. La.
we do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangenients for MI the Monthly awl Semi-
annual Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot-
tery Company, and in person manage awl con-
trol the Drawings themselves, and that the same
are conducted with honesty, fairness, •nd in
good fa.th toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to use this certifirate, with fac-
similes of our sign•tures attached. In its ether-
es/menus."
We the undersigned Banks and Hanker* will
pay all Pricer drawn in the lAinisiona State
Lothians which may be presented at our coun-
ters
K. et.
Pres. Louisiana National loanit.
P. ILAN it X,
Pres. State National Oar Si.
A. BALDWIN!,
Pres. New Orlean• National
CURL KOHN,
Pres. I talon National Bonk.
Tuesday, Nov. 13, lefel.
100,000 Tirket• at Twenty Sellars
sock. Halves 1110: Quarters SC
Tenths SE; Twentieths SI.
firritoximarion ritizsa.
100 Prizes of CAA are 150.000
100 Prizes of $300 are . .... 30.000
TINS IN•L PRIMO. 
 110,000100 Prises of 4100 are
" " . 
1E100HIM) Priam of 100 are 
90,900
37131 Prices, amounting to'   51,064.800
Note-Tickets draw ng spigot Prises are not
entitled to tensorial prizes.
For L7lub Raba. or •ny further information
desired. write to e undersigned,
clearly stating your re widener, with state,
County, Street and Number. Morn rapid re-
turn mail delivery will he assured iiy your en-
closing an envelope bearing your full address.
send Postal Notes. Express Money osiers, or
New York ihreliange in ordigary letter ur-
rency by expres•.•t our expenre adilreared to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La•,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
•.1.1rew Herrietered Letters to
NSW OKLSANS NATIONAL BANE,
New Orle•na. La.
REME3IBER _ 1,1•anet rtallse EVeraunn.egeorl
and Marty. who ore in charge of the drawingr,
is a gitaranteeof alsolumfoornour and integrity,
that the chancer are all wood, and that no one
can posobly divine w hat winders will draw •
Prize.
KE4111:111111ER that the payment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY FOUR NA.
TIONAL MIANKSof New Orleans. •nul the
Tickets are signed by the President of an in-
Mutton whoee chartered rights are reoriente-
d in the highort Courts; therefore. beware of
ny imitations or anony mous schemes.
UP of Fos
rokOINSTIPATION
Surpasses all other remedies in being more easily
taken young and old, more prompt and effee•
film in cleanbing the system. dispellIng COLDS,
HEADACHES and FEVERS, and it is the only
remedy drat mill permanently CURE habitual
CONSTIPATION
by giving strength to the organs on which it acts,
 115 an egei so that regulas habits may be brined. 
It is
 leek.
WIll leave K•ansville f Cannelton daily
except Sunday, at 8 o'clock, a in,, making mire
connection/ with the 0., K. A N. R_ R.
letnrning, lea, es Cannelton utaily at II:le p
fa., floods, excepted, and Owensboro at I p. m
arlIDAT ?INBOARD.
Leaves Ivaniville .. 9a. m. shall
Lava tewenseoro  4 p. m. sharp
Pare Doe. for round trip on Sunday, bnt not
responalble for storm purchased by theeteward.
BY RN ES t 8NY DSO, Agents
ESTRAY NOTICE.
Taken up a. extray by IC.11 SlearlIAT living
On the Cadiz road one Anil one half in lea from
litipkiromille in I hoetian (-minty on the
Man. one black hog. aged *trout six months,
having very short tail but hating no other
marks or branita. and which I hate appritined
at th., v•Ine of three dollar..
Witness my hand this 6th day of November,
T. C. Ttaill,kr, J. P. C. (
FOR SALE
AtThis Office.
PERFECTLY SAFE IN ALL CASES.
Syrup of Figs
Does nnt gripe, sit ken or debilitate. It arts gently,
yet prort.ptly arid thoroughly, on the isidbys,
eteisetaeh Ikurt bowels, and dem wet sem
bra say poisonoss or interiors stibstasoes d
any kind
hemember the name:
Syrup of Fig s
MANVIACTUAID as TN/
CALIFORNIA FIO SYRUP CO.,
ar SAN Fit•aftlICO, CAL LotrtIVILLII, Kv.
Now Tose, N. Y.
• For Sale In •nd St no Bottles
By all Leading Druggists.
hlinismas Opposes It.
At the opening of the railroad cam-
paign the Naw Eit• stated that it would
give both sides a hall show ; that a rem-
south* of space Whit Iti lie given
those who (rewired to oppose the tax
The fir* oonottunication Opposition
to it loss twee received, and is given
Vanee-Beatty.
Henderson Gleaner:
lienderemi has had many notable so-
ciety event* during this blessed leap
year, but none of them have resulted In
an actuality fraught with more expres-
'Ione of sweet accleim than has tbe mar-
riage of Mr. R. 1). Vance end Miss
AfIllie Beetty,both of 11114 elty.tdr.Valice
is well known throughout the state
as a lite yer prombience and a pol-
itician of capacity and ability. He is a
gentleman without blemishes and nun].
litre his friend's by the hosts of those
WWI W1101:13 be is acqueinted. Ile is the
eldest son of Hon. Sam B. N'ance, of
Evansville, a lawyer whore reputetion
is ranked beside the ellining lights of
Atnerican judicature. The bride is a
lady of the highest modal cultivation and
universally a great favorite. Site is a
handsome likeness of the most beloved
woman of American history, tIse "Un-
crowned 9iteen of American Woman-
hood."
This union necessarily forebodes a
life of unalloyed happinesg. The mar-
riage oecured Welneaday morning at S
o'clock at the Finst Pres.!), tenet) church,
where • great number of invited friends
had assembled te itness their advent
into a life commended by Hint who
knew no sin.
The groom wee dreetied in conven-
tional black, while hie bride looked
lovely in a wedding outfit of white
corded silk with train mid bodice ol
annure, striped silk wain and skirt
elaborately trimmed with ducheas lace.
tulle vall, full length of skirt, bridal
bouquet of nephetus room After the
ceremony the happy tweet returned to
the home of the bride slid from thence
to the I.. & N. depot, where they took
the north bound train for New York.
SHE IS "GRATEFUL."
.•i saved the life of my little girl by a
prompt Use of Dr. Aeker's English
Remedy for Condumption."-M rs. Wm.
V. Ilsotaimere, New York. For sale by
II. B. Garner.
In Memoriam.
The cold messenger of death has again
visited the home of Col and Mrs. Sy pert
and taken from loving arms their second
son, R. W. Henry Sypert. "Brother"
came to glatideu our hearts Noveniber
12th, LAST, and returned to the giver of
life tkloher 21st, ls.eti. Eleven motithe
of pain and sickness, now eternal years
with God in leis& and glory. Ile was
unusually bright and interesting and
very dear to fond and loving parents,
sisters and friends'. A bud too sweet
for earth. W Ills brother, Douglas,
Iwo 3 ears gone before, was folded to
the breast of the dear One who said, let
the little ones come unto me.
A FRIKND.
A NARROW ESCAPE
('ol. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn, came
home one evening, feeling a pecilliar
Female Colle e he tried to draw a long breath hut foundtightness in the client. 
Before retiring,
it almost impossible. Ile suffered four
(lays from pneumonia, and the doctors
gave him up. Dr. At ker's English
Remedy for Consumption saved him and
he's well to-day. For sale hy II. li,
Garner.
Fel me Paton a ill opsn AUleUST t7, 1Wwl, with
full tacit ty mime ial rates to pupils desiring
en ter the rhsesses ElOcution , Blume, Art
ut modern tangos gee. Call at college or Mi-
ens
RANDOM BEI A NIL
Private Opiates§ Publicly Expressed
On Pernoes and Thiess.
I have been thinking • great deal dur-
ing the past two weeks ahem ths railroad
I ant not atoms III this 10T
everybody else hall been talking about
the same thing, and the snob discussed
right of those of the preeeet day to en-
tail upon their poeterity motain oblige-
tines in the form of tans& My conciu-
*ion is atter mature deliberation that
tit qustionably purely as a matter
of right and Justice, they have. Having
convinced rut @elf thh fatn, I am per-
fectly willing to give te Oho public the
process and train of remade( by which
1 arrived •t this 0013CHLSIOn, believing
with Nift that it is easy to make pros-
ely tee after hay ii.g c .nvineed one's self.
meet
I begin by stating my peandoes, which
are embraced in the fella/sing proposi-
Mom : First, no material and permanent
benefit Wm ever been obtained by any
community without effort and eacrifice.
Second, the benetite being permanent
and enduring, every man who receives
his share should be willing to bear his
quota of the burden. Third, remoteness
from the time of the assumption of the
reeponsbility from which advantages
accrue, does not relieve those partaking
therelit from their share,of the burden.
so•ii
Now, to deduce co/Madam 'Istim these
three provisitions, tee material and
permanent advantages which Christian
comity will derive from having her
wonderfully fertile and productive terri-
tory traversed in all directions by
great arteries of traffic, giving market
facilities unequalled hy aey other
counties in the state are two oevious to
require demonstration at my hands, and
being immediate, every one will be im-
mediately benefited. But not alone will
thoee who vote this tax through which
the roads are eft:tired be benelitted by
the increase et wealth and population
which will necemotrily follow, but gen-
erations yet unborn, the children of
those who vote the tax will partake of
the advantages obtained, and this brings
me to the gist of my argument.
*et
Since those who eotne afeer us are to
reap the harvest of riches to an even
greater extent than we ourselves, is it
not but reasonable and just that they
geould emir a part of the burden? The
Christian county farmer and merchant
will be receiving his goods and shipping
his produce at a reduced rate over
these roads, if we vote this tax. when
the duet of obli•ion has rendered our
names illegible upon our toteletoties.
We share the betiellts of our action
Oda wetter with poeterity and our pc*.
terity should share the burden with us.
see
I have considered Oita question In the
light that this tax Is a burden. Every tax
is • burden itilleso from and through it
advaittages are derivel which compen-
sate fur the amount paid in tire way of
taxation. Where the advantages derived
trout the imposition of a tax more than
compensate the citizen for the amount
peid in taxes, then ite imposition ceases
to be, or more properly speaking never
become., a burden but is oil the contrary
R juri re vrtis /Justness investment.
•••
These two rowid will traverse the
county from end to end slid from side
to side. After the expiration of the live
year period (If exemption from taxation
the roads themselves will be taxed to
meet the very debt the county id now
Joked to assumed 1110liter words will be
paying in part and a large part, your
debt to them. The increase in value of
property and the taxes collected from
the roads will make the amount on the
hundred leas in all probability than is
now paid. Ilduaton, a neighboring
Penneesee courity, aptly illustrates and
emphseizes the point I make: This is •
very narrow county, traversed by the
L. & N. frotu cud tu end. I am reliably
informed that the tax derived in this
eounty from the railroad alone is more
titan stillIcient to pay all the current
expenses of the county, altlelt is out of
debt 1111•1 a most prosperous condition.
•••
Now I do not wish to force my opin-
ions upon anyone, but I claim the right
to express them. It appears to me that
Christian county is and has been for
inany years in the exact situation of
Artenius Ward's famous De. Jones, the
Corsair of the gitlewho was confined for
twenty years without food or driek in a
vile and loathsome dungeon, when one
day a bright idea struck him and lie
deliberately opened the window anti got
out. She now has an opportunity to get
ove Will she do it or does she prefer
the dungeon ?
• •
Editor Dana 10t11 said some good things
about M r. Cleveland, In fact it gometimes
appears that he heartilyi indorses the ad-
ministration and will uot permit the Sun
to frown upon the pregident's policy.
But alas how vain are human hopes and
how soon dissipated! All of the good
effect produced by one of editor Detta's
favors able editorials is killed on the
following day when lie takes issue with
himself and censures where eretwhile he
approved. His course is very much like
that of Penelope that,
Y11111401 weaverostfe V Ulysses,
who,
•t night each day's work pick'd pieces.
is%
l'hey might have known that the
Hon. Jas. G. Blaine would go off half-
cocked when they loaded him with that
terrible letter. The, might have known
that he could not resist the temptation
to spring it and they might have known
that the Dentocrets Souk! have PlIfficlent
time to expose the trap.
Some muskeb so contrive it
A• oft to mire the marl they drive at
And tnough well aimed at duck or plover
Rear wide awl kick their owner', over
Ise•
alWitt'S read college journals with
greet intermit. I alweys feel morally
and mutally better afeir having gleaned
the contents of the college jounial. It
is an intereeting style of journalism, so
bright, so brilliant, go edifying, PO ele-
vating, so pure and healthy. For in-
stance:
"Flannelly Wits geen to wander across
the campus Saturday eight. Alt there
F.antielly ! '
"Mr. Sulliven T. Heiden received a
large box of eatables from home Sun-
day. Hanlan is one of the most popu-
lar boys in the college."
" 'Anima avrisa in rartres-
( res.' Ask Scroggins."
"Don't ask Sertigginson why he dui
not ;teem] chappel exercises Monday.
1Ve're on to you Seruggingon."
"Subscribe for the llama I )elta."
"Boys support your college paper,
subgeription price $1 00 In advance."
"l'iliere was Goa when the light went
out?"
`"I'lle navy blues and the cardinal
reds will play this evening on the cam-
pus."
"Smith wants to know why Jim
muffed that ball. Why was it Jim?"
"The debate I etween the champions
of the sigma Belts and the alpha delta
societies this evening at the chappel
will bring out a large crowd.
question is 'Resolved that the l'onstitu-
Lion of the United States is Unconsti-
tutional.' Messrs Heggineon and Haig
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on the affirmative and Meseta Wiggins
and l'atterson on the nallIttIVe sides.
Both aides have been investigating the
question for several days and the die-
cusalen will be very intereatiug."
" A h there Barnes! Stay there !"
Who can read such gems and not feel
that there is still something to live for?
Who can digest such philoeophy sod
fail to see that fife Is not • flimsy flit
tine transitory dream, but • sober, ear-
nest, real reality? ROBERT RANDOM .
THE 0. V. ROUTE DEFINED.
de Intendment Speeifying the Suet
Direetkon to be Taken.
Below we publish a letter from P. G.
Kelsey, president of the Ohio Valfey
railway cowpony, which will settle ail
controversy in regard to the route upon
which that railroad will be constructed
running south from Hopkinsville. It
will be seen that this is not merely a
letter, but full authority and instzttc-
tion to amend their proposition in ao-
(*reliance with it.
There are • few perpons who expressed
themselves as opposed to the 0. V. prop-
osition on tbe grouted that they feared
it would be run direct to Clarksville.
Now that this point is placed beyond
mistake or dispute, we hope they will
give both railroad propositions a hearty
support.
Hatimeasoe, Ky., Oct. 2istis.
Lion. W. P. 11 urfree,:judge of the Gads-
den county court: 'There lisnalle to be
some misapprehension as to the route of
the Ohio %alley railway south from
Hopkinsville as embraced in our propo-
sition of the 23rd inst. We deeire
Messrs. Landes & Clark to so amend our
said proposition as to include the fol-
lowing:
1. Said railway le to be constructed
from Princeton, Ky. to Hopkinsville,
Ky., upon • line as nearly direct as is
practicable.
2. On the extension of said road south
from Hopkinsville it shall be located
upon a line west of a north and south
line drawn through Hopkinsville, Ky.,
passing near Lafayette, Ky., to the
Tenneseee state line, then southwerdly
to the most practicable crossing of the
Cumberland river, near the mouth of
Yellow creek, in the direction of Flor-
ence, Ala., and the main line of said
railway shall not be so constructed or
located as to form a direct connection
between Hopkinsville and Clarksville,
Tenn., by the main line of said railway.
Onto V•LLEY R•ILW•T CO.
by P. G. Kelsey, president.
A ttest : Jordan Giles, Sec.
Attempted IbdoeUea.
'rhe Guthrie correspondent of the
Clarksville Progress sands the follow-
ing to that paper of Tuesday :
Saturday night, a little ten-year-old
white child had been blacked so as to
disguise her and was placed on the train
hy some negroes with a ticket,so we are
informed, for St. Louis. The child had
been kidnapped from Mrs. Killebrew, a
family residing near here, and by whom
gaid little girl had sometime since been
adopted, and was a member of the
household, Before the train left the
depot, however, Constable Jackson
rescued the child, and Is caring for her
at his own hone. Henry Hays and
wife, colored, have been arrested,
charged with secluding the child for the
past ten days while a warrant is in the
hands of the proper officers for one Bill
Gray of color, charging him with the
crime of abduction. In view of the fact
that Gray's crime is said to be of a
deeper red than that of abduction it is
highly probable that Judge Lynch
might preside at his trial, if caught.
Gray, bears the reputation of a bad ne-
gro and this is said not to be his first
case of the kind.
A Lyle, Cirenlar.
The New ER• is in receipt of a pam-
phlet gotten out under the supervisision
of the L. & N., rood which proposes to
give the correct freight ratee from this
and competitive points to other cities,
and also the smount of freight shipped
into and out of the county. After
thorough and careful inveetigation we
unhesitatingly pronounee It erstree in
every respect. From beginning to end
it is a tissue of falsehoods. llere is a
sample : "The amount of freight ship
ped from Hot kinsville per annum Is
$57,681,25; in the county, $68,123,84."
Every Mall with a grain uf seem knows
this is not true. The amount will
reach $500,000 per annum; $365,000 of
which lesves this city. This is but one
one of the many echemes the road is
resorting to. We are reliably informed
that one A. S. Gentry, of Pembroke,
acting under tbe L. & N. is distributing
sante.
Corruption Fond.
We learn from reliable sources that
money in considerable sums has been
placed and is being used to corrupt the
voters in the southern part of the coun-
ty for the purpose of making vetes
against the two railroad propoeitions
now before the people of the county.
Is this the money and work of the L. &
N. ? It tiertainly is in keeping with
the methoda used by that road, to de-
feat similar propogitione In other coun-
ties. We cannot believe that the citi-
zens of Christian county, white or col-
ored, can be bought by L. & N.
money or Clam krville money to vote
against their own interests.
Let us have a free vote and a fair
eount. It IA a matter of the greatest
importance to the county and we be-
lieve every vote east against these prop-
ositions is smelled, the best intereete of
every man in the county, white or col-
ored.
Riot at Bowling Green.
A special to the Courier-Journal from
Bowling Green dated Nov. 6, says:
The military was called out by the
county judge, in the absence of the cir-
cuit judge, as a poese to the sheriff.
One negro was killed, ooe badly wound-
ed and one white man shot through the
arm. The military will be on duty at
the armory all night, ready for any
emergeecy. It is said that certain par-
ties have been making incendiary
speeches recently to the negroes, who
told them they waded through blood to
gain emancipation, and if necessary to
carry the election to do the same way.
One negro watt overheard to tell anoth-
er after the shooting that it came oft
sooner than he expected, showing a pre-
eoncerted plan to make an attack on the
wIN)itedio fUrtiter intelligence of the riot had
been received up to the hour of going
to press.
Backlee's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and ell Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect eatisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
SLA1101111 SIASILED.
It. Twek Replies to Ilia Letter Op.
plebs( tie Itallreed Subsidies.
EowLiao GitilaeliCY., Nov. 3.--Chrie-
Han county is my native land and her
weibre is my pleasure. Wins the
proposition was made to submit to a
wee of the people the question of eels-
peting lines of railroad, I was delighted,
for I extended my vision into the misty
vales ed futurity and meld see a gleam
of light break forth and abed its brilliant
MPS OBE eka Weighted land. 1 could
see the burdens raised front the weary
sad toil-bowed shoulders of my friends
sad neighbors. Rethought NSW every
face radiant. with joy at the thought
of having the shackles of slavery bmken.
I was mutest to bide L110 152,19 of Nov..
but alas, food dream, fair dream ! It
was disturbed by a voice from another
quarter. In this article I wialt to reply
tai that voice. He says:
"The voters of our town and commu-
nity are almost unanimously against all
member ol taxation, save for the real
benefit of the greet maas of the people."
So am I. Bet wheal men ma save five
dollars by paying a tax of am does not
that beoefit the masa? As has been re-
peatedly shown in the columns of Use
Ka., the freight from any point to Hop-
kinaville is much greater than to any
point beyond, where there is competi-
tion. Dot sale on !, "I don't dap cat-
tle or Mimes." No, bat yes buy
things that ere shipped and must pay
the freight. This is too eelf-evident te
need comment.
"Have we, the people, been taxed (in
the case,of the L. et N., tor the benefit
of the people." Ile says we have been
taxed for wealthy railroad men. Why,
of course, the money was directly for
the railroad men, but do the railroads
not benefit us? Does he not know that
during ante-railroad days the cost of
hauling his tobacco to Louisville would
have been almost as much aa such to-
bacco is now worth? Then do not rail-
roads benefit him? At that time a hogs-
head of sugar was worth almost as much
as a car-load now, partly because the
means of transportation then was so
much poorer than now. Do not rail-
roads benefit the massee? Prior to rail-
roads had Mr. Simmons' own mother
been in Texas or some other distant
state, she could have sickened, died and
perhaps been buried a month before the
sad news could reach him. Are rail-
roads for the benefit of the few only ?
Again I aay, of oouree railroad men
are benetitted by the tax, but would Mr.
S. or any other gentleman of intelligence
be willing to give up all railroads and
take back the money paid out in taxm
for them. He further says, "Tbe mass-
es of the people of this county have been
disadvantaged by railroads running
through our county." Well bless my
life, do they eat, drink, or wear clothes?
Who are they anyhow? Why don't
they go where there are no railroads?
"The lands of I'embroke and vicinity
have greatly decreased In value since
the construction of onr railroads." I
was not born when the I.. & N. was
constructed consequently I do not know
the value of lands then and have no
statistics now, so must leave Pembroke
lands and go to some others. I would
like to ask him why property advances
from 25 per cent. to 500 per cent. out
west when a railroad pease. through a
town. When there are two neighboring
-I came near saying cities, but he never
saw or heard of a city of importance aot
on a railroad or a watercourse-but when
there are two towns or villages in a dis-
trict, it matters not how wealthy, and a
railroad runs through one and sot the
other, will he tell me why the former
increases in population and therefore in
wealth, while the other doee not. if rail-
roads are detrimental to a country ?
Now if the two railroads are run as pro-
poeed, almost every neighborhood in the
county will be benefited in the manner
just mentioned. Of course -property
will not advance like it does in the west,
and granting it advances none, which is
contradictory to facts, the people would
be benefited by cheaper rates of trans-
portation.
"Every citizen of Chrietian county
who ridea on the cars from Nortonville
to Pembroke pays pet the same fare
that citizens of any ether county pay for
riding the same distance." Nothing
truer. But what would they have to
pay for riding from Nortonville to Pem-
broke on a stage coach? And If they
were men whose wages we will say, ere
only 50 cents per day, they would lose
that 50 centa !because it would be a
day's travel) beaides paying the fare
which would be three or four times
railroad fare. Who ever heard of pri-
vate conveyencee charging only three
oents per mile?
But he thinks inhabitants of other
counties have an advantage of us in that
we help build the railroad and they get
the same rates. We are fully compen-
sated for that as I have unmistakably
shown by the enhanced value of prop-
erty. Even if property did not become
more valuable, are we so selfish and so
blind to our own interests as to discom-
mode ourselves in order to keep those
"other fellows" from having an advan-
tage over us in that respect ?
I have given no statistics to sustain
my points for none are necessary. A
mere mention of the fees so well known
to all is sufficient to convince any lair-
minded person that competing lines of
railroad benefit every man, woman and
child in the vicinity. If Mr. S. will give
conclusive proof that competition is a
humbug, then I'll say no more regard-
ing cotupeting lines of radway. But
remember till then 1 shall "blow my
loud bazzoo" whenever I think there le
the least shadow of a chance to gain one
vote tor railroads and thus remove some
of the burdens from tax-ridden human-
ity. 1 could write columns in defense
of railroads but I think this is iufficien
for this time. Yours in earnest,
R. V w0I.
Preparing for Cold Weather.
Sam Adams, a negro from Bowling
Green, walked into a leading clothing
establishments Friday and while the
eyea of the proprietor were turned
helped himself to • $15 overcoat. H•
then walked out with the property and
proceeded to the court-house, where
('ol. Waiter Evans was eloquently
preaching protection. Ile took his seat
in the audience and at once began to
cheer lustily and loudly for the Colonel.
One of the salesmen of the house hap-
pened in about this,time and reseognizing
Adams had him pulled. The overcoat
Wait recovered.
Na. • 
Shot Dews and Robbed.
Thursday night, as Mr. Dock Ileggie,
a well known citizen of this county.
Was returning front hie brother-in-law's,
nine miles from town, in the aouthside,
lie was fired upon by persons in ambush.
'1'lle shota, though inflicting severe
wounds, fortunately are not fatal. Not
content with shooting him, these un-
known characters robbed M r. liegerie of
$21. Just one year ago, Mr. Ileggie
was eimilarly treated within one-half
mile of the came place.
Teacher: "Miss Ingenue, will you
pleatre give us an example of capillary
attraction?"
Mies Ingenue "A handsome -lus-
ted -.."
• e-
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OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.
The New Elm has yet to tind a man
Who can bring forth an argument against
the railroad propositions that is logical.
Perhaps there are some, but they remain
undiscovered so far as we are concerned.
A few of the most formidable objections
will be taken up and calmly dissected.
One gays:
"I am oppose•1 to voting a tax on the county
for the benefit a railroads"
'Chia objection is based on sentiment
and is the hardest of all to combat, as
the objector will not look at both sides
of the question. Were the railroad to
receive all the benefit, and the people
( who own the county) none, then his
conclusion would be a right one. But
it is not so. He does not stop to con-
sider that a road enhanced the value of
his property, gives for all time employ-
ment to many laborers, increases the
price of his produce by giving him a
wider market, pays a tax just as he does
to support the county, opens up new
enterprises and industries anti adds to
the population. These benefits he does
not or will DOC see, but doggedly asserts
that be is opposed toitaxing the people.
If new industries are opened up, will
that not benefit the laboring classes?
What benefits them,benefita all branches
of trade, it property is enhanced in
value is not the owner benefited? If
new markets are opened up, are not the
producer benefited? If a portion of
county tax is paid by a corporation,
does not that lessen the rate on the peo-
ple? If the population Is increased, is
soot that an absolute benefit to every-
thing? If competition is assured, does
not that benefit everybody? Now, does
not a railroad benefit the people, and
does not that benefit more than offset
the one given the railroad by the peo-
ple?
The taxation, then, is not simply for
the benefit of the railroad, but also for
the county and those living in it. Noth-
ing comes to us without effort. What
we get we must pay for. Not one
In a thousand is built by private
seription, it is always by taxation.
erything, nearly. comes that way.






county is policed )3' taxation; your
taxes are collected. by taxation; our
cities lighted and watered by taxation
the county roads are kept in order by
taxation, for your time is the tax you
pay. Every benefik must be paid for,
and that this is &benefit who will deny?
Because this benefit cornea from private
individuals is it any the less acceptable?
Really, now, Mr. Objector, is not your
opposition to this leased on a sentiment,
abort of prejudice, which is entirely de-
void of practical business sense?
But here comer another objector, who
says :
"tam not Wasted that it w,11 be to the M-
enne& of the county to vote dos tax..
That objection ie almost answered in
tile above. What benefits the people,
U3U,SC necessarily benefit the county.
Chat is true, isn't it? Will not cheaper
freight nues benefit the people? If
freights are lower, does not that allow
the buyer to pay it higher price for your
produce? If you so more money for
what you sell and pay less for what you
buy,are yeu not the gainer by the trans-
action? If foreign capital is induced,
through the advantages of cheap freight
rates and easy access to markets, to lo-
cate in the county, will it not redound
to the county's benefit? If a market is
built up at home, which will consume
or manufActure our present raw surplus
Is not that beneficial? If a million and
a half dollars worth of taxable property
in one lump is placed in the county and
this includes nothing save the railroad
property does not that help us out?
The objector then says:
"I do not feel willing so vote a tax on my
neigibor, whose property Is in lands."
Your neighbor la now taxed 6ne per
cent.-not by the „county, not by the
state. not by the government, but by a
private corporation, the L. it N. rail-
rosd-oo every dollar's worth of prop-
erty be owns. This tax MI pays every
year, pays it In freight. Perham' you
think this assertion is not backed by
facto The assessed value of the prop-
erty in this county is $8,000,000. The
amount of freight charges paid by the
people of the county, annually, is, in
round numbers, $500,000. This is Gare
per cent. of the whole value, is it not?
Then you must acknowledge the truth
of the assertion. Whether your neigh-
bor ships a pound of freight in twelve
months, the result is the same, he pays
the tax. How does he pay it? When
he Nuys an article, be pays the freight
ettarge on that article In Its increased
price. The seller mu-st edit that to save
himself. "[hat proportion of the Increase
goes to the L. & N. When he sells an
article, he pays the freight to its desti-
nation, because the purchaser to save
himself must deduct the freight charges
to the market from the amount he pays.
Then, as your neighbor pays $6.25 on
the $100 ele, per cent. how do you
vote a tax on him when you vote for his
relief? You vote on a tax of 25 cents,
and vote ffa tax of $6 15. You vote to
increase the value of hi. lands; you vole
to give hen a higher price for his wheat,
his tobacco, his beef, his butter and eggs,
and everything he has to wit. You vote.
to give him cheaper coal, cheaper dry
goods, cheaper hardware, cheaper ma-
i•hinery, ehewer groceries, cheaper
everything he has to buy. Do you
think, now, that you would be doing
Wm injury' Rather, will you not be
benefiting him?
Another comes to tee front with this
objection:
all the Height possible, and in order to
get it will not the rate be placed as low
as possible? Can you Ilud a city or
town on the globe entered by three rail-
roads that has no competition? The
New ERA denies that there is even
one.
Another objection is:
"1 irilieve the I. a N would gobble up the
roads and taus present competition."
'this is idle talk. The L. & N. has
gobbled now, until it cannot hold much
more. The value of a road from Cairo
to the Cumberland Gap would be about
$12,000,000. It is an ideal route, and
has been the dream of railroad men for
a quarter of a century. It traverses
the richest section of country in the
tette and has advantages that no other
line would have. With all this in its
favor, and the fact thAt the backers are
wee of unlimited capital, is it likely
that they would sell to the L. et N.,
even were that road able to buy, which
it is not? As to the other road, the
New ERA would refer Objector to the
terms of the proposition, which most
postively and distinctly provide against
such an emergency.
The last objection worthy of note is:
"1 am not able to pay moro taus."
For an answer to this we would refer
Objector to a careful reading of the
above. We have demonstrated that the
voting of this tax would save you
money; that tile geeing on your wheat
from this point and Princeton to market
autou WA to U cents per bushel, you Can
calculate for yourself what you would
gain on that product. The gain on
other products would be in proportion.
We believe this about answers every
objection of note; if there are others the
New ERA will be pleased at any tints to
attend to them.
It is rumored that a barge part of the
money now being used or attempted to
be tilted to corrupt voters end to buy
votes in the southern part of this cennty
against our proposed railreaa tax coineit
from Clarksville. It matters little,
whether the motley is a Clarksville con-
tribution or whether it is one front the
L. A N., with Clarksville only a dietrio
butIng point. Ills none the lees a cor-
ruption fund used or to be used to cor-
rupt voters and defeat the will of the
people of the county.
THE RATE ON STOCK.
We will now go a step further dew',
the line of excessive Height rates awl
take up stock. Having shown that there
Li an excess on grain of $69,400, on to-
bacco of $38,000 and on coal $30,000,
making a total of #127.000, we find that
ties amount will be sharply inciemped by
the stock excess rate.
lhe rate oil tattle, which includes
all grade}, to Louisville from this point
is $33 per car, that on hop, $35 per car.
The rate from Henderson, via Hopkins-
viii., is, on cattle, $24 per car; on hogs,
$30. Thia is frequently lowered and
the difference is as much as $8 per ear.
It is impossible to estimate the total
excess for the county on this product,
but it must be quite a sum. Double the
number of car loads would be shipped,
but for the fact that the stock raisers of
Indiana. Tennessee, and even Texas,
'all under-sell us at the Louisville mark-
et because of cheaper freight rates.
ries discrimination prevents us from
raising stock, or bat a limited amount,
tor sale, and is unfair and unjust.
With two new lines to compete for the
freight, stock raising as an industry
would be a big thing in Christian. At
present there are only 18,000 hogs, sod
22.000 horses, mules, sheep and cattle in
the county. In tett years, we would
have double the number of each.
Any man, white or colonel, who suf-
fers himself to be duped into going on any
of the L. it Ns. free cxeurition trains
Friday night virtually fells his vote to
the L. & N. to defeat the two railroad
propositions. Further he serves at one
and the same time two masters. The
L. A N. railroad and the corrupt oid
nolortel preacher, who gets tor the L.
& N. two dollera a head for every man
who goes on the train. We hope no
one will Sell his vote by being dupe()
in this way.
Here are some questions the NEW ERA
would propound to thole who say they
oppose voting this railroad tax on prin-
ciple: Do you consider it principle to
sanction by your vote the continuation
of a tax on the people, 50 per cent. of
which is excessive and unjust? Do you
consider it principle to oppose a measure
by which the people would be relieved
of a burden? Do you consider It a
principle to vote against a measure
which proposes to relieve the people of
an excessive tax of $200,000 a year?
This is what these two railroads pro-
pose to do, and in place of a 200,000
tax, substitute one of only $e0,000.
It is a mere question of figures; of
dollars and cents, whether we can afford
to vote for both railroad propositions.
If we vote both, we get two additional
railroads and pay ItA Interest on the
bonds issued about $20,000 per year for
four or five years. After this the tax
on this railroad property will more than
pay interest and finally take up the
Donis and leave a belance to the credit
of the county. But the biggest gain is
In the fact that these railroad, will
save us yearly from $175,000 to $200,000
In excessive freights. No one should
hesitate to vote and to vote for both mil-
roads.
The secret agents of the L. & N. rail-
road company bout that they have
bought every colored vote between the
eastern line of the county and the Ten-
newee state line. They say that these
votes coot only $5.00 apiece. We do not
believe the colored voters have sold out
to a corporation that has, by excessive
freight rates, kept dow n the prices of to-
bacco, wheat and other farm products so
that the farmers barely make a living.
If any have sold their votes at $5.00
each we wish to say it is a low price, AS
the excessive freight rates charged by
the L. & N. amount yearly to more than
$20 to each and every voter in Chris-
tian county.
Citizens and voters of Christian coun-
ty, see that no Influences or money are
brought into the county to defeat the
will of the people of the county or to
corrupt its voters. It matters not
whether you are for or against the pro-
posed tax, let no outside influences con-
trol US. We believe that the people of
Christian county are capable of manag-
ing their own affairs and we demand a
free vote and a fair count.
Gen. Greelyna predictions for clear
weather throughout Oita esetion on elec-
tion came as near being verified as any
be has yet made. It rained steadily all
day.
Farmers, the L. & N. holds a mort-
gage on every dollar's worth of your
property, bearing interest at the rate of
ble per cent. per annum.
Every section of the county will be
benefitted by the railroads. Cheaper
freights and higher prices for produce
will accomplish it.
The roads will spend more money in
construction than the amount of the
subsidies asked. Our farmers will get
the benefit.
.New railroads mean an increase of
manufacturing establishments, and this
means a better market for produce.
Two new railroads will enable the
flopkinsville buyers to pay six cents;
more per bushel for wheat.
The Saw Ea.: readers will now pro-
ceed to return thanks. Tariff will be
"drapped"„for a while.
According to the cable snow tell over
the greater part of England Tuesday.
It also fell in and about the headquarters
of the English legation in Washington.
Money is beteg ecattered over the
county to tetitience vgere and w u kers
against the railroad pN, positions. Who
is 1110st intereated in their detest?
- -
Your state and county only collects
Live cents on the $100 for taxes, the L.
it N. collects $6 25.
You pay $500,000 per year to the L. 4
N.; elm will only have to pay 120,10)
fur two new roads.
No Wall will deity that we pay exor-
bitant freight charges. Competition is
the only remedy.
Why does the L. et N. fight the two
propositions if railroads will not give
competition?
The colinty will be out of dent in
about two year' at the present rate of
taxation.
The farmers of this county pay out
$200,0e./0 per year in excessive freights.
Whoever heard of a town with three
railroads that didn't have competition!
['he tax rate will only be increueil
it cents on the $100 by the subsidies.
Your lauds will be increesed 25 per
cent, in value by two new railroads.
The L. N. is draining the life-blood
from the county, Vote for relief.
Vote to relieve your county from the
monstrous grip of a monopoly.
In 1384 the Reds howled too Aeon.
Somebody else may howl yet.
Fellowmen, will you permit n corpo-
ration to control your county?
Let Us all nnite oe a common cause
and whoop up the railroads.
Two new railroads will make Chris-
tian county a paradise.
More railroads, cheaper freights, high-
er prices for produce.
eo 
Competition will Insure cheaper
freight rates.
Farmers, vote for better ericee for
your produce.
Vote against monopoly and for com-
petition.
('row Isn't such a bad dish after all,
is it?
That dish of crow is being kept on
Ice.
Hurrah for the railroads all the same!
How do you like our election returns?
Railroads will reduce taxetion.
Vote for cheaper freights.
Railroads and prosperity.
Down with monopoly.






Big Democratic Gains in
Wisconsin, Illinois and
Other States.
Within two years, at the present rate
of taxation, the debt of the L. st N. will,
be nearly wiped out of existence.
IT WILL BE EXTENDED SOUTH
Says President Kelaey, of the 0. V.,
and as Early as Possible.
The impression seems to prevail to
some extent in the southern part of the
county that the Ohio Valley railroad
will stop at Hopkinsville, and not be
extended through the enmity as indica-
ted in the proposition amid the amend-
ment. To set this matter at rest, in
reply to a communiestion on the stelae,
Dr. Keeley, the president of the enmpa-
ny, addressed a letter to Meese's. Laitilea
st Clark, under date of the 6th inst., in
which he states as followa:
"I do not see what I can say or do
that will add force to what has already
been said or done to convince the good
people of Christian county that the
Ohio Valley railroad will most assured-
ly be extended from Hopkinaville
through Christian county, as Intl bated,
and that immediately foilowing its coin;
pletion to Hopkinaville.
"It is the fixed determination of the
directors of the Ohio Valicy railroad
company to extend the road at once,
and all reports or intimations to the
contrary come from the friends of our
opposition and are designed as weapons
for our defeat, and against the true in-
terest of every citizen of Christian
county.
"Mr. John C. Latharn, of New York,
is acquainted with several of our direct-
ors who live in New York, and I sug-
gest that you telegraph to him ter con-
firmation of the 'dans and intentions of
this company.
"I repeat, with all possible emphasis,
that if the subscription asked from
Christian county is voted. the Ohio
Valley railroad will assuredly be ex-
tended beyond Hopkineville, through
Christian county, as indicated, and that,
as I firmly believe, within six months
after its completion to ilopkinsville.
Very truly yours."
0. Kmette, Presidenf."
The following telegram was received
from Mr. John C. Lathatn Monday and
it speaks for itself.
New Yoex, Nov. 7.-Josepli Landes:
In the course of my communication
with the Ohio Valley railway officers
and president they stated frankly that
the intention of their company was to
go south from Hopkinswille, not touch-
ing Clarksville or Nashville; in other
words, going south in the direction of
. Florence, Alabama, and would not
touch either Clarksville or Nashville,
unless an account of connections met on
the way. The Ohio Valley company is
building the road on its own responsi-
bility anti does not rely upon aid. de-
rived from either anarkaville or Nash-
ville, anti neither of these points are
considered by them as being terminal
points.
JOHN C. LATHAM., .Jr.
We hope nothing more will be re-
quired to prove the good faith In which
the officers anti directors of the 0. V.
railroad are dealing with our people.
%Within two yenta', at the present rate
of taxation, the debt to the L. it N. will
be nearly wiped out of existence.
En:NH:OKI (ONES UP WITH TEN
CONGRESSMEN.
Christian County Giles the Uses' Re-
publican NejitrIty.
'Ira AS IS SAFE ANYWAY. •
At the hour of going to press, 5
&clot k p. tn. ye teerday, the fedi-
cations point to a Republican victory.
New York, according to 'Associated
entree di-patches atiel terser tin ee New
York papers, which are Republican, has
Wile for Varritton by a plurality of
shout 11,060, though the Democrats do
tiet conteile it. Private iliapatches from
there ibilleitte that Jlsrrlson bits a
*nailer plurality in the state. lieliane
will probably give Harrison a plurality
of 3,000. Republicans claim they have
e1ected their candidete tor governor in
Illinois as well as carried the state for
their national ticket. Connecticut is in
doubt with the chtericor In favor of Dem-
drat& New Jersey la safely Demo-;
tirade. Reliatile inforination in regard
Californie is hard to get, but the
Republicans have probably car-
ried the abate. The &dinettes
made as to the vote of New York differ
so widely that it is itupoesible to tell
what the result is, especially as the
Associated Prue is 60 strongly Repub-
lican reel only quotes from Republican
journals.
1 The election in timid city parried oil al.
most witbottt incident or accident. In
spite of the rain which peered steadily
down throughout the day, the voting
was steady toad as the retions show a
heavy vote was polled, 'there wet but
little excitement although there was
great interest and boundless enthusiasm
pn either side. The Republieans polled
lin unusually heavy vote le the upper
}precinct and made considerable gelato
in the lower precinct. About '1 o'clock
In the evening there was a row on the
street in front of the court house,partic-
?pitted in by several men of both races,
but nothing sellouts resulted and the
belligerent, itooa smothered their anger
with enthusiasm. The New ER• had
.perfected arrangements with the Asso-
ciated Preys by which it was to recleve
its dispatches. bulletin beard was,
placed on the lower floor of the New
huildieg, but so great was the rush
,on ths part of the cline:Ina sager to see
indications that a :notion to adjourn to
tile circuit court room was unanimously
iteirried and the crowd filed out and
marched up to the court house, which
was tilled with the enthusiastic adhe-
rents of every party. The best humor
and the best order prevantel. Duritig
the interVI118 bet wee!' the snivel of dis-
patches the crowd smelled itself ocinject-
uring, predieting,bettIng, prophesying,
clieeriug, etc. Every entrance of the
messenger boy was the signal for a
death-like stillness which was preserved
until the message Was read, Oleo the
party favored by the latest Indic:Wow'
gave vent to its enthusiasm by cheers
and applause, while time other side
smiled in a knowiug insulter, which
seemed to say, "J uat walt.•"l'his was
kept imp until midnight, when the crowd
nejeurned to dream confased dreams of
alternate victory of cock and coon.
The returns from over the county in-
dicate a Republican plurality of &Gout
$OO. Ellis will run a hula alma! of
ticket and is elected by a good tenteirity.
So far the following precincts have
been officially heard from :
rya.
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The returns are of ceuree incomplete,
het tip to the hour of going to press the
New ERA had received the following
bulletins from which an estimate as to
the general result may be made.
DON'T WYE UP 1Hk SHIP.
specialsto the New Era:
Loulsvmee, Nov. 7, 5 p. tn.-Chair-
man Brice does not give up New York.
Connecticut and New Jersey are Demo-
eratic ; Indiana doubtful, with chances
in our favor. California claimed .by
both sides. Don't •give up the ship,
may have good news before night.
KENTUCKY.
1.01•10VI1.LK, Nov. 6 -Kentucky, in
spite of rain, has given Cleveland the
motel Democratic majerity. The figures
win be near 40,000.
Democratic congressmen have been
elected in the First, Second, Fourth,
Fiftb, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth districts,
awl in the Third, where heavy Demo-
cratic gains are reported.
Congressman Finley, Republic:an, him
probably !omen ex-Congressman Wel-
ton) in the Eleventh. on-
greesman Canal), of Louleville, has a
majority of 2,500 against 110 two years
ago.
Breekinritige's majority in the Seventh
diterlet is estimated at between 4,000 and
5,000. The Democratic majority in the
state I, estimated at 40,000.
GOODNIGHT (HITS TIIKKE.
FRANKLIN, Nov. 7.-The most intense
exeitement prevailed here all yesterday.
The Republicans voted stiff, polling
their full strength. Goodnight, Demo-
crat, will carry the county over Hunter,
Republican candidate for congress, by
about s00 majority. Indications from
other countiea heard from are that Good-
night will carry the district by a good
majority.
IleNDeReeis, Nov. 7.-The official
vote of this city shows a Democratic
gain of lie. The county Will give 600
majority. Incomplete returns from
Union Comity indicate a Democratic
majority of about 1,200. Ellis, Dem-
ocrat, will go to Congress from this
district by the tomial majority.
GLASGOW JuacTiox, Nov. 6.-The
pone closed at noon. The vote stood
200 to 103 in favor oh the Dentocra • P
Democratic gain of forty.
Democrats claim Werren eounty e Ill
give the 'temperatee ticket a mei ectv of
trout 1,300 to 1,100.
Rultemesteee, Nov. 7 -fleeleight
carries Logan by mile hundred Voted;
electoi by seven hundred.
Bowmen G Retie, Nov. 7.-News from
all in Simpson, Legate Fold, Warren,
Butler limicate Goodnight's election by
700.
XYW TORN CITY PRESIDRNIIAL.
New YORK, Nov. 6,-Three Minareth
and sixty out of $56 election nietriets In
New York City gives ilarriseit 41,336,
Clevelend, 64,065, Fisk 621.
Four hundred anti forty filarial+ give
Cleveland 79,083, iittrrieut% :A1,1114, Fisk
502.
Five hundred and twenty illetriets in
New York City give Harrison 60,05.1,
Cleveland 91,514, al, k Gee
Five hundred and exty diatrlets give
Harrison 6e,591, oleveland 102,146, Fisk
ti94.
Seven bemired and ten districts, give
Hanlon $4,691, Cleteland 129 4113, Fisk
'iii
hundred thitricte give Cleve-
land 149,011, Harrier:on 96,906,Fitk 1,083.
Eight hundred mid thirty out of 646
districts in New York City give liar-
noon Ha 669, Cleveland 198,807, inek
1,207.
New York City with two districts
renewing give Harrison 105,523, Cleve-
land 162,497, Fisk 1,2:11, Dowdrey 1,537
TIIK VOTE YoR GOVRRNOR.
New YORK, Nov. 6.-The Sun bulle-
tin Bays 400 election districts out of ti
iii this city, indicate* 65,000 plurality
tor Hill in the city.
Fifty Omelet' districts give ilill 7,520,
Jones 512, Miller 1.069,, TIme same dis-
trict* in leel gave 11111 6,411, Devetiport
8,733, !twee:tin 493.
5,206, Fisk 0
Wets in New Vork Suite outside New
1125, Miller, 46,3e9, Jonete 2,517. The
sante diatricts in Ise5 gave Hill 27,787,
and forty-one election districts in New
counties give 11111 2e,711, Junes 4,211,
York anti Kings countiea give Hill 33,-
out of 375 In Brooklyn give Cleveland
6,126, lierrime tt 0.
c hint ut nsdo,r et7512,a d seven election dile
Davenport 37,050, Batmen' 2,812.
leveil
gl,64g, Harrison 17,618, Fiala 263, Street-
e
Yolk outside of New York and Kings
Miller, 77,613. The same diatricts
ine t gave 11111 49,026, Dairenport 62,4-1 7,
Bascom 4 76e.
One hundred districts give Cleveland
New YORK, Nov. 6.-Three hundred
Blitootteve Nov. 6.-Thirty districts
l'ItICSIDENTIAL VOTE IN 11ROORLYN.
hundred and forty districts give
Harrison 21,770, Fisk
372, Streeter 34.
One 111/11ilreil and eighty districts




Fisk feel, Streeter 75.
Three hundred districts give Cleve-
lane 63,739, Harriamt 51,2113, Fisk eel
'Nun hionner of Hieirletel 375, In
Brooklyn complete give Cleveland 711,-
730, liarrlson (13,1O7, Fisk 1,005, Streeter
103.
8,762. The game diatricts iii 1881 gave
Cleveland 141,161, Blaine 170eJ02, Si,
John 8,1e6.
Thirty election districts in Albany
county gives Cleveland ',9,012, Harrison,
"Vhe same dietriette in le.a1 gave
Cleveland 1,928, Blaine 0,571. The (or-
ty-iseven districts not et heard from le
17.107.gave Cleveland 10,1111, Blaine
Nit% YORK, Noy. 6 -Suffolk count)
complete gives Cleveland 6,e1O, Hare-
em 7,110, Ione 463.
ceotetitee cot-elle
Aueettar, N. y., Nov. 6.-Cayagua
county will give the Reptielleen eleet-
oral ticket 3,350 plurality.o s
°eerie, N. Y. Nov. 6.-Returns from
twenty election districts iti Cattaraigus
county iudicate that the Repubiltons
have a plurality ha the county of 00
SAcusit, Nov. 0.-hirty-




liye out of 'ivy-eine election districts
in Onondaga comity show a gent for
ilarrisou over Blaine of 1,701. It is ea-
titillated the county will give over e,000
Iteptibliean majority.
tienwateit.
Kings Connty complete. gives Cieve
land 82,447, IlArriaon 70,5t47, Fisk 1,-
035. lin 1684 it gave Cleveland 67,64'
Blaine 52,360, St. John 1,336.
T II it MAYORALTY CONTRST.
NE.W 'one, Nov. (1.-The city resat
says Grant's election is easured by front
20,000 to 25,000.
Twn hundred..., and forty out of 856
districte In New York city for Mayor
give Erhartit, Republican, 17,316,0 rant
Dernoctatic, 2661e, Hewitt, Democratii
indepentlent, 7eien, eosigen, Labor
2ATI9iis city cialifilete gives for Mayor
Erhardt, Republican, 67,721; Grant
Trimmatiy Democrat, 107,537; Ilewitt
Democrat and Independeet, 68,131
Coigne, Latter, 5,463.
SLATE PRE IDKNTIAL vine.
Seven hundred and seventeen elecnot
districts in New York state outside o
New York anti Kings county give
Cleveland 130,61a, Ilarrlaon 1(11,75s
Fisk 7,9$7. The sante dittricts in lee
gave Cleveland 123,263, Blaine 1411,315;
St. John 7,5541.
Seven hundred and eighty-six election
districts in New York state outside New
York and Kings eminties give Cleve-
land 131,301, lierrison 1se,711, Fisk
NORWICH, N. Y., Nov. 6.-There
1,200i Republicati minority in Chen:Lugom ntf
moue ISLAND cure.
lotoi teeter) Cur, Nov. 6 -hong
Island City complete gives Cleveland
3.031, Harrison 1,e07, Fisk Pi.
Coormissowe, °8Nw.E411.0, Nov. 6 -Har-
rison's majority in Oawego will be 1 ,000.
Millers majority will he about the same,
ELIIIR• CITY.
Etwine, N. Y., Nev. G.-Elmira City
complete, gives Cleveland a plurality of
311, a Democratic gale of 1,05; over
1581. 11111 has a plurality of dee.
eATKRTOWN.
11' rtErowN, N. Y., Nov. 6.-Repub-
lican majority in this city is 3e6. The
Republicans lieve carried every district
in the city, the first time in many years.
The county will give a Republienn ma
jority of about 2,400.
BBut YALo, Nov.C11 ".---A101tlffalo City Com-
plede gives Harrison a majority of 1 500,
a gain of 456 over Nee.
teiumes COUNTY.
An mote Nev. 6,-Orleans county will
probably glve Harrison 1,500 plurality
end Miller 1,300. John G. Sawyer,
Republican, IS re-elected to congress In
the Thirty-first district; Ira Edwards,
Republican Is elected to the assembly.
to eve fee col NIT.
twenty districts
Harrison 3•1,543,
NILW" YORK, Nov. 7 .-Tompkinscouit-
ty complete, gives Cleveland 3,e11, !tar-
t-hem 5,0 31, Fisk 325. In Deg it gave
Cleveland 3,9112, Blaine 1,420, St. John
267.
New Vette, Nov. 7.-Newspapers
with hut few exceptions concede New
York state to Harrison. Connecticut is
claimed by both parties. New Jersey
is probably Democratic. Indiana doubt-
ful. Ilerriaon's election .to presidency
Is conceded by Democratic papers, gen-
erally. Both parties chant majority in
national house of representatives. At
7 o'clock tithe morning New York
World concedes election of Harrison
and says that the Republicans will cote
trol the next house of representatives by
from 6 to 8 majority.
New You, Nov. 7.-Every telegram
says Harrison's plurality in New York
Is about 10,000. Hill's plurality 17,000.
The Evening Mall and Advertiser claims
10,000 plurality for Harrison, Commer-
vial Advertiser says Harrison and gyor-
ton are elected and places liarrienem
leurality in New York at 8,11111, amyl
1111I's plOrality will be 10,000. Claims
the Itepublicauts will have mod working
majority lit endlgress.
filtOvk LYN, Nov. 7, 2:00 p. in -The
Eagte seam Harrison has carried New
Yolk and is elected. it gives Cleveland
176 vote* matt Harroon 225 in the etre-
tonal vollege
New You, Nov. .7, 3 :30 p.
Remitter Telegram says Harrison car-
ries the state, limit that Cantonese and
Wisconsin are close and in donut. It
places Ilarrientni plurality in New
York at 10,000 tine Iltietent 17,0110 amid
loya iiithaes is Democratic.
INDIANA.
INDIANAPOLIS, Nov. 7.-Thirty pre-
elutes give liatrison '2,195, Cleveland
2,674, The same in lean gave Blaine 3,-
113, Cleveland 2,569.
Fifty precincts give liarrison 5,816
Cleveland 3, 661. Same precincts in
1864 gave Blaine 5,556, Cleveland 4,470.
Three hundred and sixty give Har-
ris tit 51,131, Cleveland, 45,610. same
precincts in 18$4 gave Blaine 47,464,
Cleveland, 44,027.
Fuur hundred precincts give Harrison
57,007, Cleveland 54170. Same in 1884
gave Blaine 53,064, Cleveland 50,149.
Five hundred and sixty precincts
give Harrison 86,517, Cleveland, 77,996.
Same in 1884 gave Blaine 79,541, Cleve-
land 74,0117,
ILLINOIS.
Cuic000, Nov. 7 -Two hundred and
fifty-six precificts in Chicago out of 341
give: liarriaon 41,4711, Cleveland 44,170.
Fifer, Rep., for governor, 40,971;
Palmer, Dem., for governor, 4e,0411.
In Chicago 321 precincts out of 341
show: Harrison 53,665, Cleveland 56,-
521, Fifer 52,891, Palmer 59,937. Fifty
precincts In Cook county eutside of Chi-
cago Show a Republican plurality of
2,317 for Monster].
At I :3On. m. tile Times sums up as
tollows: "l'he indications are that Gen.
Pelmet Met been elected governor of
Illinois. Apparently- his plurality in
Cook county will be about 5,000. The
Democratic State Committee claims that
Palmer will come up to Cook county
with 5,000 majority over Fifer, and this
would give 'Palmer about 10,000 votes
rien ituti ith.eitvalts)ftue.hicCagleovewlailnl(bersabotutai:
jet°rr'itly."
4,000, against 8,000 for Plenum
eaemeasse.
N Asu etx, Nov. 7.-1101(.1'0one
pointito a plurality for l'Aylor, ( Deme
of 20,000 in the stem, 'nen out of
twelve congressmen are elected.
611salt48tubl.
J AcKson, Nov. 7.-Time state went
Democratic by the usual imijority.
MICHWA N.
Demon, Nov. 7.-The returns re-.
Neve() by the eommitteel lire from an
quarters of tlie Bette and allow au almost
uniform Republican gain. Otte btindred
and live districts omit of 1,561 in ?Celli-
gall outside of Detroit give Harrison
20,100, Cleveland 13,8111, Fish, 2,014, a




(inacteesee Nov. 7 -Five hundred
and fifty-one precinctie allow a Demo-
cratic gain (ml 2,031, total vote, 207,633.
One hundred and ninety preetncts
give 
Cincinn 
in atti ioin4a,LOn.4.aeti r I el WI :111 d C43a4U,:113tIYI.
ORN IA.
SAN Fensciaco, Nov. 7.-Retures
coming in slowly. Democratic gains
reported. State doubtful, and claimed
by both parties,
CONNECTICUT.
MKRIDEN, Coett., Nov. 6.-The elec-
tion here is the closest in years.
Thirty-three towns give a it publican
gain for president of 531. The same
towns gave 901 Republican gale on the
governor's vute. Win. K. Slammed',
Republican, Is elected to congress over
Hebert .1. Vence, Democrat, the preeent
coligressulate 
The toted vote of this city for presi-
dent was 11 eril. 4.1evelatid'a plurality
is 322, against 1170 in lost.
Initerea receivell up to midnight by
the Evening Peat from 114 towns show
a Republican gain 01 1,324 over vote of
1es4. The same ratio of pin in re-
maining towns win give the state to
Carrlson by 450. The Republicans
elect three congressmen and probably
four. Ttte legialatere is Republican by
a large majerity mei will elect Repub-
lican state Winters.
NEW JRRIIEY.
NEWARK, N. J., Nov. 6.-Eight togas
aral wards in New Jersey give (leve-
lled 5,1;7, Ilerrison 5,074, Fisk lid. The
same wards and towns in leal gave
Cleveland 4,542, Blaine 1 tine Sc. John
17t•iLimeeeie, N. J., Nov. 6.-Harrison
curries Mercer comity by an eetimateti
plurality of GOO. Buchanan, Rep , is
edlicxcirtetit. to congress time isecondiv
Jiamee CITY, N• J., Nov. 11 -The
II edam) county Denmerata niatie alinotit
a clean sweep. Their presidential elec-
tors will have fully 6,000 majority, thus
assuring the erre for Cleveland. Con-
gressman Williatn MeAdoo is re-elected
for his fourth term, defeating ex-Mayer
Gilbert Coning of Jersey City by at least
5.500.
New Jersey la Deneesratit• by about
8,000.
New Betesae ice, N. .1., Nov. 6.-
Cleve-Inters niajority in Middlesex coun-
ty is about 830. Geirenhaener, Demo-
crat, for eongreire haus 700 majmity.
CALIFORNIA entociticric
Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 7, 5:30 p. m.
Reports received in this city indicate
that California has gone Democratic.
Nashville, Nov. 7, 1; p. m. Cali-
fertile Democratic without doubt.
IIOCE FOR CLKTICLAND.
Loteaviemt, Ky.. 11 p, m.-It looks
like Indiana hits gone for Harrison, but
it will take the officiel °unfit to settle
New York. There is hope for Cleve-
land yet.
KENTUCKY.
LoUtaTILLII, Nov. 7. e p. m.-Com
plete but unofficial returns place Cartitins
minority over Wilson at 3,14e.
In the Sixth district Carlisle's major-
ity is larger than it has ever been.
Paynter has redeemed the Ninth dis-
tr)lacrte.to the Detuocrata with votes to
spare.
NOT tio norrove.
Nett* Yenie, 7:20, p. in.-M. Frankel
it Sons -New York poeitively Repub-
lic:tn. A Leitee BEN J•MIN.
111E
Seven counties, Fourth or Petersburg
district, Deinocratte gain, national [wk.
et, 20,04)0 over log, not probable.
West Virginia, Hardy county, Cleve-
land 7,000 majority. Repubticati gain
112 over 18et.
CALIFORNIA.
:IAN IRA NCH4c0, 5:30 p. t11.-CotImmta
progressing slowly. Reptant; say Cleve-
land's majority 1,600. Democrats claim
5,000 to 9,000.
N Cii R ASK A.
Returns Indicate that Harrison carried
Nebraska by 25,000 majority. New
York Evening Post says no reassemble
doubt of the election of the Republican
presidential tieket.
Returns give Connecticut to Cleve-
land by 3e4, but an error is deleted in
New Haven, which report may change
state to Harrison.
leinANA 7:30 r. x.
Indians, 830 precincts, Ilarrisom 12s,-
577; Cleveland, 120,937. Same In 18$4,
Uialee 117,1711; Cleveland, 115,211.
New Tone, It p. ne-New York
Eveterig Weald extra says still little
hope, though Chairman Brice makes no
concessions. Says Harrison has 218
eleetoral votes; Cleveland 183. Indiana
still doubtful. New Jersey solid for
Cleveland. California elnimed for
Cleveland.
11111's plurality for governor of New
York state 16,042, Connecticut majority
being necessary to choice, state ticket
throws election governor in general
seseetnely, votich will be Reemblican.
Indiane, 840 precincts, Harrison. 133,-
147; Ciereland 125,813. Same 18514,
Betine 120 367; Cievetand 119,501
NEW You, Nov. 7, 10 p. m --Nettl-
ing to change the ainfleetions that Har-
rison has corrieti Otte PUHA. Will give
Yob+ as rpi-eive.1 trown counties. New
Jerviey embitter...lily gone Democratic.
Nothing definite front Vat-Knee or %%Omit
Virginia. Virginia probably Demo-
cratic by a few thousand. West Vir-
ginia' said to be In (Haute. May moire
etticiel mute.
itnetAxeimus, Nov. 7, 10 p m
returns from '27 of 92 counties show net
Repubileati gain 2,355. Republican
mate committee claim state by 5,000
plurality. Democratic state committee
claim ttate by 3 to 6 thousand.
M iiinessota, Republican by 7,000.
New Tomo 10 p. in.-Vote of all
counties In state, including New York
and Kings county, show plurality for
Cleveland of 7s,1456 and for Harrison of
90,117, nisking Harrison's plurality in
state 11191,
Ii ENTUCK V.
Best information obtained : Poynter,
Dem.. elected In Ninth district; Finley,
Rep., seems to be eleeted by about e00
majority in Eleventh district. Tenth,
Day, probably eleeteil by small major-
ity. All other districts eertainly Dem-
ocratic. Democrats gain tsvo congress-
men.
CONNECTICUT.
New HAVEN, 10 p. no-No truth in
report that error lit count of vote in this
city changes vote of state to Harriman.
Congress, two Republicans and two
Denex•rats. Returns state Cleve-
land 14,904, Harrison 14,519, Fisk 4,931,
Cleveland's plurality 385.
Witt:KLING, W. V•., 10 p. m.-Fottr-
teen out of tifty-four counties molting
one-third of vote of state show Repub-
lican gains of I,662.
LOUISVILLE, Nov. 7, 10:30 p. m.-
Chairman Brice does not concede New
York yet. He says official count may
prove favorable to Democrats. sun
says ilarrieon has 10,000 plurality.
Democrats claim Indiana and Connecti-
cut with chances of getting Illinuia and
oaliforina. Mr. Wetterson gives it tip.
OUR NAME IS DENNIS.
Special to New Era.
1.0U16vILLE, ICY. Nov. S.-S:30 a. tn.
The figures tie not vary this morning
from those of yesterday, and the result
is the same as announced. The presi-
dent is defeated in his own state. Dem-
ocrats carry Connecticut anti New
Jersey and Thee New Tort and inliana;
the margin la narrow in the latter. The
DK-sewage still claim California. The
indicatioes are very, very strong that
our name Is Dennis.
DIDN'T GET TExAs, ANYWAY.
Special to New Ira.
Lot-levities, Ky.. Nov. 5, 10:30, a. m.
-Harrison carries California, Coloraile,
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kanstue Maine,
NI &such usetta, Michigan, M itinepota,
Nebraska, New York, Nevada, New
ilampahire, Ohio. Oregon, Penitsylva-
nia, Rhode lalaciel, Vermont and Wile
coulee. Total two hundreal and thirty
!three. Burn this.
3,000 TO 5,000 MAJORITY IN INDIANA.
S, 2 p. m.-ilar-
rison's majority in state will he not lees
titan 11,09.1 and probably 5,000. State
ticket elected by about same majerity.
MISSOURI.
Se. Louts, Nov. 8. 2 p. m.--Twenty-
eight wards complete give Cleveland
25,6-11, Harrison 31,018, Francis 23,5417,
Kinabel 33,634.
umitmetes's munition' 11,151 IN Mtn'
YORK.
CINCINNATI, ().,Nov. 4. 2 :30 p.
The result is already beyond doubt,
Chaliman of Democratic committee at
indialispons concedes Indiana to Harri-
son but he is electel without Indiana or
any of this doubtful states. New York
all In gives Harrison 11,1e1 plurality.
If anything further transpires we will
send It.
COLORADO RZPUHLICAN.
Dreeveit, Nov. 8.. 2:30 p m.-Returns
coming in very slowly. Associated
Press says partial returns received in-
dicate the election of entire Republican
ticket by 8,000 to 10,000 majority.
lie got /118 Money Promptly.
As stated in this paper at the time,
Mr. Jamie Rhodes, of Eufaula, Ala ,
held ticket No. 46,755, in the October
Drawing or the Louisiana State Lottery
for which he paid one dollar. It proved
to be a lucky ticket, for it drew the cap-
ital prize of $300,000 and entitled Mr.
Rhodes to one-twentieth of that amount,
or $15,000. If the ticket had been a
whole one for which Mr. Rhodes hail
paid e20, he would have received the
whole $300,000. On inquiry, Mr.
Rhodes found that he held the right
euniber and forwarded lila ticket by ex-
press, for collection of his prize. It was
promptly cashed In a bank at New
Orleans, and the money was duly re-
ceived by Mr. Rhodes iu another day or
two and is now on deposit to his credit
in the John McNab Bank of this city.
Mr. Rhodes is a most worthy young
man of about twenty-one years anti of
moderate means and but recently en-
tered the mercantile business here in
company with his brother-in-law, Mr.
Ea.'''. long. While his big luck was
very gratifying, it did not daze or un-
nerve him, but he took it in a quiet and
bushies-like way, and he will handle
the money with care and goo.I judg-
ment, as it gives him a fine start in bud-
Mesa life. For thirty years his father,
Mr. Cliaucey Rhodes, has been cashier
of the John hieNab Blink, in Eufaula,
anti no man in Alabama is thought
more of by him (nen& and those who
know him.--Etifaula (Ala) Thilea,
Oct. 26.
Another New Enterpri.e.
Oil the street in Louisville a few days
ago, a NEW ERA man met Col. Will S.
Hays. The Col's beaming face wore an
unusually captivating smile as he got
off the old adage "think of the devil and
his imps will appear." Said he, "you
are the very man I'm looking for and
I've got a great scheme for your city."
Further talk with the Col. developed in
substance the following. Ile has hecome
the wholesale agent for the great piano
house of Smith & Nixon anti wants to
eotne to Hop linsvIlle shortly to estab-
lish a branch house. Ile will be here
tomorrow or Saturday and look into the
lineation. If he meets with the proper
encouragement (rote our people he will
open with a neck of teepee and organs
at once. Still they come with our rail-
road prospects and still there's room for
more.
Evans Npeaka.
Hon. Walter Evans addressed a very
large concourse of citizens at the court-
hottac Friday evetling, on the political
issues of the day. His argument was
one of the ablest from his stendpoint,
ever delivered in Hopkinsville. Unlike
many orators of lila persuasion he does
not pervert or misconstrue, but states
the position of his opponents fairly and
then attempts to dislodge them with
logical argument Instead of deminria-
tion. Mr. EVIllis is one of the ableat
and fairest nien in his party, not an
orator, but a reasoner, anti unlike Brad-
ley, It thinker.
The right thing in the right place is
without doubt Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup,
the best remety for babies while teeth-
ing. telly 25 cents a bottle.
If your liver is torpid, if your &petite
Is poor, if you want your atomach thor-
oughly cleansed, if you (orient sleep, if
you want a good digestion, use Lazailor,
the great regulator. Price 23 cents.
Chit icirTeclAry
asteria
Centaur Liniment Is the most wonderthl Pats-Curer












THE NEW ERA rencit 
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e, hail
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The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
't touts anti Sortstv.
Col. Y. H. Crump a tin the city Sat
urday.
Rev S. P. Forgy, of oalcoi, was in
 tbe city
Mowesy.
W.o. Solo,. of Herndon, was in the
 city
Monday.
Harry Ware, of Clarksville, spent Sunda
y in
the city.
H. R. low toot wits, of Elkton, spent
 Sua-
day ia the oily.
Madam Hawkins, of Pembroke, spent 
Mon-
day in the City
Kr. Terry Hid returned last week from a
 trip
through Tennessee.
Kim Bonnie Barnes, of s
pent
Sunday with Mrn. 1. Burnett.
CoL J. 1),Gardner, a prominent mercha
nt of
Howell, was in tbe city Monday.
10. /LOP Wilma, a prominent young 
btutinem
man of Trenton, was in the city Sitter-lay.
111 las times Barr lett Saturda• morning 
for
her home in Bowling (insect after a pl
eafiant
visit of a few weeks to relatives in this city.
Hrs. Wallace, of Hopkinsville, who liaa 
been
visiting Hrs. G. Wallace and Hrs. Car
rie
Wilsom will !save this morniag for Hopkiits-
slue.
Kr Jo Boyd an old Christian coun
ty boy,
who cast his vote in the Lone Star state 
neveral
years ago, peewee through the city Frid
ay on
• visit to \is relatives in Lafayette.
No convict labor in building the 
new
roads. Any stafement to the co
ntrary
I. (aloe.
A TRICK OF THE L. k
TeSwiadie Colored Nen out ef 
Their
Votes.
We have reliable information that
 the
1.. et N. Railroad Company w
ill have
two free excursion trains here 
Friday
night, one going north to Evans
ville
• and the other south to 
Nashville. These
excursion trains are not only free h
ut
those who go are promised that 
their
expenses hotel bills' will be paid 
while
not. This Is for the purpose of ge
tting
sooty from the county a large numb
er
of colored people who, If they 
remain
home on that clay, will vote for th
e tax.
We further have been f
urnished
the name of the 
person,
a colerod preacher, who 
Is act-
ing as agent for this excursion 
scheme,
awl our information is that he gets 
two
dollars for every voter he sends off
 on
these trains.
We do not believe thia ditty trick w
ill
gruceeed. The colored people are 
fully
alive to their iniertot and they kn
ow it
is to their interest as well as to 
the in-
terest of their white neighbors, e
specially
the farmers, to have as many co
mpeting
lines of railway as possible. More
 than
this, we do net believe our colored
 men
will *ell their votes and to go on 
such
free excursion., when the purpose is
&news it le • saie of their votes.
Another L. A N. Lie.
The L. it N. authorities through their
seats are circulating the report that 
if
the proposed tax is voted in this coun
ty
the two railroads will be built by 
Col.
Joe Foard with convict labor. The I..
it N. authorities know this to be false.
They know that the Cairo & Cumbe
r-
land Gap is a rival road to the one for
which Col, Foard obtained a charter,
and that he even came here and tried to
prevent the submission of the Cairo it
Cumberland Gap proposition to the peo-
ple. They know too that he Is quite as
much opposed to the 4). V. proposition
as to the other. But In addition to this
the L. it N. is aware of the fact that
Col. Foard had taken contracts in build-
ing the penitentiary which will
employ all convict labor for years to
come. But to further clinch this lie,
these railrolds are 'pledged not to use
conviet labor In constructing them, and
the L. it N. knows this.
Well, what is the next lie to be !itarte
by the L. it N?
HOW'S THIS.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
foe any case of Catarrh that can not be
cured by taking Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY it CO., Props.,
Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all bus-
iness traseactions, and financially able
to carry out any obligations made by
their drm.
West it Truax. Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, Ohio.
Welding, Kinuan & Mervin, Wholesale
Druggists, 'Voted°, Ohio.
K. 11. Van !loosen, Cashier. Toledo
National Bank, l'oledo,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly, acting directly upon the blood a
nd
mucus surfaces of the system. Pric
e,
75-. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
Friday Night.
A railroad mass meeting will be held
In this city Friday night. Prominent
men will speak. Come out everybody.
Thome opposing propositions especially
Invited.
The Rest Agreeable
As well as the most effective meth
od of
dispelling Headaches, Colds, and Fevers
or Cleansing the system, is by ta
king •
few dodoes of the pleasant Califor
nia
liquid fruit remedy, Syrup of 
Figs.
For sale in 50 cents and $1 00 bottles
.
Head It. ,
Be sure and read the article on 
the
second page entitled "objections 
An-
AW eyed.' 
Bxcessive freight charges paid to 
the
L. it N. road by the farmer
s of this
county annually, amount to 
nearly
$100,000. Vote for competition.
me
How Two Mew of 13111taa,
 No., Drew
$4.000.
Two gentlemen living In 
Gilliam,
Marshall county, Ico., have reaped 
the
rewafd of investments in The L
ouisiana
State Lottery. The priz
e drawn here In
The Louisiana State Lottery
 was $5,000
and was drawn by a ticket 
held jointly
between E. J. Dunlap, the 
druggist,
and Mr. James Wooldridge,
 who is in
the store of W. H. Land it 
Son. They
roeelved the cash through the Ci
tizens
Stock Bank lain Satur
day.—Marshall
[Rio Progress, Sept. I.
lithe
•
rates charged by the L. it N.
were not robber rates, it could not 
afford
to send men and money 
into Christian
county to buy votes. Nor would 
it be
interested in defeating the tax and 
the
will of the people of the county.
Within tee yeste, io dee eteseet r
ote be opoii toe twoorile.
of taxation, the debt to the L. fit N. will
be nearly wiped out a 4 Xlele.ce.
e..
The store ot old tobatoo cm livid at
the various warehouses is tieing gradu-
ally reduced and the warehousemen a
re
getting ready for the new cry.
Mrs. W. S. Martin has mecured the
rooms over Metz it Timothy's dry 
goode
store and will move her millinery e state
Ilatiment thither in a few days.
What oi 1 ' y lee, a es )1 lab ltil
telet,,.. ANN 014 New
roads. Any stet. meet to the reentotraie•mi.. les( we. k. 
County,the L. & N. road, ciwe
lling on it, adjoin-





i The tics" e-np tio Ws I ioson 4 corro!stion which
Miss Hattie iloi,kins, of South Chile-
tian, and Mr. Frank Collins, of Fli
nt,
Ga., were married on the 30th et t
he
residence of the bride's fattier, Mr. R.
G. Hopkig4, the Rev. Mr. Hardy,
 of
Madisonville, officiating.
Mr. Henry Abernathy has rented his
residence on Ninth street to Mr. Robert
Burke for the ensuing year. The buil
d-
ing now occupied by the latter, we a
re
Informed, has been eccurel by Mr. 
M
Lewis, who will conduct it next year.
New curb stones are being laid on
Main street from the corner of Ninth 
to
Eighth. The appi °aching elections
rendered this step imperative as t
he
patriots must have a place to sit 
while
discus/big polities, railroads, tariff, pro-
tection, etc.
Mr. G. M. Lowey arrived f
rom
Princeton Thursday morning wit
h his
steam laundry machinery and wil
l pro-
ceeil at once to get it in shape. He 
has
secured the old Metcalfe Manufa
cturing
company's building on the cor
ner of
Liberty and Eighth streets. Boys
, pat-
ronize home industries.
If the L. it N. does not fear the 
two
new roads, why does it fight the rropo-
sitions?
Rev. A. A. Williamson, who assia
ted
Dr. Wharton in the recent reviv
al, is
one of the most accomplished m
usicians
in the country, being a graduate o
f one
of the leading London ingtitute
e of mu-
sic. He has made quite a 
reputation by
hit beautiful and touching rend
ition of
sacred music.
To those not Interested in 
election
news, if there be any, the NEW 
ERA
asks their patience; in a few days i
t will
turn again to local matters and giv
e you
all the happenings of that natur
e oc-
curring in this section. About all 
the
time and space we have is given to ma
t-
ters of greater moment in this 
Issue.
The revival which has been in 
pro-
gress at the Baptist church for the
 past
two weeks clotted Wednesday with
 fifty-
one additions. Dr. Wharton ha
s accom-
plished a great work in this Ay an
d
will be remembered by our pe
ople re-
gardless of denomination. The 
ordi-
nance of baptism was administered 
at
the church Wednesday night.
Gersham Cox met with what came
near proving a serious accident 
Tuesday
night while handling an old revo
lver.
The weapon was discharged, the 
ball
entering his right leg below the 
thigh
and ranging down lodged abov
e the
knee. Fortunately It was only a 
flesh
wound and no arteries were tou
ched.
The young man will be all righ
t in a
few days.
A NEW ERA reporter passing by 
a
group of intelligent colored men o
n the
street Friday overheard the foll
owing
sensible remark : "These two rai
lroads
which we are going to vote on will 
not
only be a great benefit to the 
whole
county but will open up new fie
lds of
labor for the negro go that every ma
n
who wants to work can find work to 
do
and there wont be any excuse for 
va-
grancy."
No convict labor in building the n
ew
roads. Any statement to the contra
ry
is false.
The Christian county hunting club is
making anal preparations for its annu
al
hunt through the wilds of Arkansas.
The car which Is to carry them is no
w
switched off at the depot in readinees,
and the club will start Saturday. This
annual recreation is always highly en-
joyed by the participants. The New
Etta wishes them a pleasant and su
c-
cessful outing.
According to announcement an elec-
tion was held at the several _armories 
of
the companies composing the third reg
i-
ment of State Guards Monday night f
or
colonel and lieutenant colonel of the
said regiment. Company D voted una
n-
imously for Capt. Ford, of Owensboro,
for the former position, and Capt. Jo
hn
Feland, of this city, for the latter.
MeElrees Wine of Cerdui is for sele

















Clarksville Chronicle: One of the
most disagreeable features of Clarksville
is the habit of burning paper, straw a
nd
bther trash in the streets and the gut-
ters. Let all stop it? It gives the a
p-
pearance of a country town and the
odors of the smoke is enough to kill a
poisoned dog.
Gives you the appearance of a country
town, eh? Appearances are sotacte
ws
deceitful, but not always, neighbor,
not always.
Hurrah for the president that is to be
and the redrew! propositions.
The butter color which nearly all the
farmers and creameries use in increas-
ing the yellow tint of the productions 
la
atinoto boiled in cotton seed oil. The
New England Farmer, of this wee
k,
publishes a letter from the commiesioner
of internal revenue with the dec
ision
that such mixture, though containi
ng
an extremely small amount of c
otton
seed oil, comes within the letter of the
statute (leaning oleomargarine.
The debate at the court-house Friday
night between Electors Lockett and
Roberts was quite well attended. Both
men spoke well, but Lockett had the
best of the argument. The color
ed
brother was there very largely a
nd
had his lungs with him, and whenev
er
Roberts soared into the realms of poe
sy
or climbed high into rhetorical region
s,
the air quivered and the roof sho
ok
with his applause.
Wyoming Frank, who In company
with his brother, Wyoming Ed, sold
patent medicines at this place several
months ago, went into Ohio county
with his medicines and minstrel troupe,
says the Calhoon Democrat, and locat
ed]
at Cool Springs. While there, o
ne J.
H. Davenport gave a Republican polit-
ical barbecue, announcing beforehand
that Hon. John S. Rhea and Col. Swope
would meet there on that day In joint
discuision. Rhea and Swope failed to
appear, but Mi. B. p. Neal, of Hartford,
was preeent as the Republican orator.
When he was through with his little
piece, the Democrate called upon
 Wy-
oming Frank to respond. Frank did s
o,
and a party whoa was present said he
fairly niopped the earth up with Ne
a
and the g. o. p., and made the
 most
eloquent political speech that has been
made In Ohio county for years. 'The
000f Springs Republicans are feeling
very sore over their licking, and
 are en-
deavoring to counterbalance the effect
of the long-haired westerner's
 speech,
by claiming that it was made by 
a tramp.
The country has gone to the d-1, but
we'll all hustle for the railroads.
Tito nadir in. al aeli wit ^onto bits
been 44611spItgee1 am/ lee Itow ios•opti
A larpre number of t*itizetis attended
the county comizion pleas courts Althi-
day.
if the I.. 425 N. elta,4 met jeer the tIsr.,
new rout Is why does it fight the prep,
!Odom?
(Hass Was third $5 end mist
Thursday for elieturbing the. peece Tues- county and city to cor-
rupt
Mr. Jun. Gray, of near Fairview, auld 
 the
Mrs. Dew, of near Elkton, were married. you
Wednesday.
I'lle election of tobican inspectors fur
the ensuing two years has Wen post-
poned to Wedneeday, Nov. 20th.
Within two years, at the present rate
of taxation, the debt to the L. & N. will
be nearly wiped rent of existence.
Bishop Dudley prelated two good
sermone at the Episcopal church Sunday.
Good sized amliences were preeeet.
The literary society recently donated
a haelleome sum to the Woman'. Charity
Association, for which the. letter tenders
thanks.
eels ttttttt sh,.k.
•'IP .1 . r-----boo 1.f r 
iind 1.4, also 20
Votc.r... of Chi ilt:/n1
111 V 11.011
annual! -• robs you of ti""`
I .14 25 i•efltr W A NT VD To 11°111mM—for 3 yea ree.
1 straw 11„..„ miu,itc.rs will riot tun the 11.141 el 0i)1114, nt ••• tier eel I
$200,000, is in the field 
so
ver‘ 
p etier as itereeditore; Dr Morg,go real
Coligli Syrup, hewever, will beets this arise-met.
fighting the railroad 
popular as ever at 21 comets.
George Savage, elto was fluted ."
several weeks Sillee for violating tic
prohibition law, was pardoneil by th
governor Fridley.
nosey Long, who was put on th
work-house fierce for petit larceny
escaped from the sisperinteepetio /arida
(eel is stia a large.
Wonderful; wonderful; but still i
true, a strictly all-wooll ecarlet meter
shirts is being sold for 29 cents at J. H
Aludereon fit Co.
Messrs. Wyly and Burnett are havin
a partition placed in their drug store
and making other improvementa ill th
interior of their Ninnies* I se.
Horace Jenk ler, a young man livin
with a relative met 01 the city ,shot laul
self through calf of the right le
Sunday while mookeying with tt re-vol
ver.
W•NTLP—Hill./Sti011 in drug or gr
eery store, tuy• one with some experiene
in both. Referelicee lmmrmeishutMi are
small salary until tried. Apply at thi
office.
If the L. it N. does, not fear Ole IV:
new roads why does it light the pmpos
etions?
Meters. Itagadale it Rice have moved
their tobacco factory to their new que
r,
hers in the Bonte building on Eighti
street and will be ready for basiness I
a few days.
Several precincts in the southern 014
of the county will give a good vote for
both roads; time east and west precificni
should do likewise. The south helve
yeti and you help It.
The first number of "The Clarkeville
Cultivator," M. V. Ingram, propriettaa
appeared Friday. I. is devoted to the
Interest of this tobacco district, and is
worthy of good patronage.
A lire originated in the northeast
corner of the court house ftt Clarksville
Saturday night, and was extinguished
before it had made eufficient headway
to damage the splendid structure.
Walter Radford, of Pembrok has
taken a position with A. G. Bush anti
will be glad to see and serve ids numei-
ous friends. Walter is n popular young
man and is not wanting in businecie
Information has been received to the
effect that a shooting affray between
two negroce occutred in Princeton
Monday evening. One of them wss
fatally wonnilea. Ills eoailant wse
Marshall Headley, of Madinotiville,
brought a negro named John Blark
from that city Sunday and lodged lain
in jail here. Black is charged with
grand larceny and the alleged offinese
was committed in title county.
Mr. L. G. Alunford, late candidate thr
congress in the sixth Tennessee district
will go down to history as the originio
tor of the expression, "The people eke
in the minority." Mr. M. is still of thin
opinion.
Walter Elgin was thrown froto a
buggy Sunday while driving. • Ms
horse became unmanageable and turning
suddenly, threw Mr. Elgin against: a
fence. A splinter wee stuck in his face
just to the right of his eve which
narrow by escaped.
Mr. ,toe Buckner has rented the nisi-
dence on south Main street now occupied
by Mr. Buckner Leavell, and will move
his family to the city at an early elite.
He is an enterprising young man Rind
will succeed in a hatever brue•ii of btfal-
nese he engages.
The lion. Samuel Phelps Feland Will
deliver the second lecture of the
S. C. leeture (-nurse at the Methodist
church, Monday, Nov. 12th, at 7:301p.
tn. Hie subject will be " World Mak-
ing." The Meaeville k Pa ) Daily Tri-
bune says of this lecture: "It was elo-
quent, instructive to a source of inspira-
tion to all a ho were so fortunate to
hear it."
The Henderson papers report a prize-
fight a day or two since on the Indiana
side of the river, between Evansville
and Henderson pugilists. Ths Bender-
'Ionian was knocked out in the fifth
round. A couple of sparring nia4liee
wee also haul at the opera house there
Saturday night. Really, lientlereon is
getting to be a very naughty piece.
Excessive freight charges paid to the
L. it N. road by the farmers of this
county annually ameunt to nearly
$200,MO. Vote for competition.
Mr. Sultzer, a worthy Swiss farmer,
living a short distance beyond the my-
him, by the burning of his house last
Friday afternoon, lost all his furniture
and wearing apparel. Ile and all the
niembers of his family were out in the
field at work and did tut reach: the
house until too late to save the linume-
hold furniture. Ile is a weber, Moral
man, but quite poor and a worthy ob-
ject of charity.
From the Henderson Journal we glean
the information that work on the Q. V.
extension to Evansville began Monday.
the delay up to this time having been
caused chiefly by the trouble in obtain-
ing right of way throe's!' the horse-shoe
bend. The contractors are expected 
to
complete the road by the midd
le
of January. A transfer boat and
all the necessary barges have 
her ii
bought by the 0. V. company PO MA 
LO
begin running Mc 140011 as the road 
is
completed.
Dr. J. L. Dalin, of Beverl
y, has
removed to this city for the practi
ce of
hie profession and has taken m
ortis for
his family with Mr. John 
Mills, on
Seventh street, Dr. !Odin Null 
been a
practicing physician in this count
y for
the past twenty years and ha
s enjoyed a
large and Iticrativelprectice. I
li is one
of the best informed profes
sional men
In the county end will 
soon establish
larneelf in the confidence of 
our people.
lie will not only prove 'an 
aopiisition
to the medical fraternity 
but to the city.
Dr. Dunn has hie «Mee fo
r the present
, with Dr. Blakey. i
1
i
Well, there's some consolati
on; Texas
went Democratic, and 
we'll all vote for
the rallreacle.
propositions, and using
money in both the
ballot Will
submit to this ?
Why This Thallium!
The NEW ERA 1111.8 always been of an
inqiiiring tern and would now like to
be gatistied on a point or two. Last
August, when a representative of this
paper was in Pembroke, lie dropped into
the Criterion office for a chat with the
editor, one AS. Gentry. Said Gentry
was not in time best of spirits. AS he nad
jest received a letter front official, of
the L. & N. railroad declining to give
111411 a page over ita lines in return for
advertising space. ,Gentry denounced
the road and its general niethotni of deal-
ing in pretty strong terms and Risked of
the New Firs man why lie did not make
ail appeal to the interstate romminnien.
ers iii hell elf of the people of this city,
saying that he realized how We nutfered
from discriminationg, etc. Mr. Gentry
seenied very bitter agminst the officials
and said the Ns:w ERA ought to work up
sentiment in the county to such a point
that would! (dove it chenge. Seine time
later, Nod jest after the railreetul fakir
miehers Lail opened lire, he dropped into
the NEW ERA (.111..,e end reniarkod that
he had a few clays previous receive ul
telegram 'trout an L. it N. official at
Evstoville asking him to conic to that
city. Ile replitel duo if toad official
would senil him a pass, he would go;
otherw foe he PhOlild remain at home.
Ile went. He 1 aewiee retention The
Criterion then gave -evidence that its
editor was not go anxious as before to
light the I.. it N. Mr Gentry was no
delighted with what he saw in EtOttis-
Title that lie toe k ahother trip down Bank of llopkinsville.
,there about ten uleys ago, Pillee which
the Criterion has given further evidence
of its change of heart. Why thin thus-
nese? Han the L. it N. changed its
niethods'of dealing with the people; or
/pet it eqdarpled its methods to(!, Ns, e;,,,.
try? Whet is It the Bible says !thole a
mess of pottage?
•
Within two years, at the preeent rate
of taxation. lice le la to the L. it N. will
be nearly wipe. out of existence.
PREFMIRED LOCALS
Bryan Hopper. Willie Hopper.
We have, as Hopper Bros., opened a
new stock of Books, Stationery, Wall-
paper, Toilet Article@ and Notions at
No. 0, nonunion Block, two doors be-
low Bank of Hopkinsville. Thankful
for the past patronage given us at the
old stand in our old business, we solicit
its continuance at our new store.
HOPPER BROS.
For Sale or Rent.
A nice large residence near the city
limits with 15 acres of good grass land,
with or without 54 acres flute pasture
aeljoining; also flue farm near Belle-
view. Apply at ()nee to R. IV. W•RE.
Railroad
Is all the talk nith the men, but our
Low Priced Furniture
Of all ensile.' is all the TALK with the
LADIES. All ladies like nito things
anul for that reeson we would like Our
eversolailyjin the county to vorne in end
see tier Mee
10- co co cl
Which are stacked from BOTTOM to
TOP, and we will give you such prices
on all our
FURNITURE
That have never been heard of before.
We keep constantly on liend all grades
of Metalic and Wood Collins and Cas-
kets. All grades of Cloth Caskets on
hand constantly, and furnished (lay or
night.
Thompson & McReynolds.
No 10 Main Street.
The defeat of the railroad tax would
be to build up the trade of Clarkeville
and the fortune of the I.. it N. railroad
company at the expense of nearly $200,-
000 yearly to the people of Christian
county. Now is it better for us to pay
$20,000 per year tor a tee years in .taxes
and secure two competitive married!' or
comical° to pay to the I.. & N. about
$200,000 a year in over charge'.
'Ile L. it N. has thrown off the nook
and its agents are in the citatory with
a large corruption fund attempting to
defeat the railroad tax. Now, voters of
Christian county, your inter-
ests and the interest of the L. 4. N. are
diametrically opposed. Competition in
rates saves you ten times more each
year than your yearly taxes called for
by these two propositions. Without
competition the L. it N. gotels and robs
you, in excess of fair rates, nearly $200,-
000 per year. Can the 1.. it N. corrup-
tion fond and its agents buy the
votes of Christian county freeman?
Clarksville is well represented in this
county ,now in men and money. A
number of persons are now at work in
south Christian, distributing money as
a eorruption fund ins order to defeat the
proposed railroad tax and thus strike a
blow to Christian tenuity and all its
people in order to build up Clarksville
and the L. & N. railroad.
Excessive freight charges paid to the
L. o N. road by the farmers of this
county etinually anemia to neatly
$200,000. Vote for competition.
Distributing Boodle.
The New Ella is reliably informed
thet the L. it N. road, through its
agents, Is not only distributing money
over South Christian, to corrupt the
voters, but that it lean agents in title
city who etre at the same work. Will
the good people of this county permit
this? Ammer at the polls to-morrow.
If it is not to the interest of the I.. &
N., therefore against the interest of the
people, to defeat the two railroad prop.
ositiono why dots that corporation
fight it? It is doing it.
'flee NEW Etas states with authority
that the L. & N. road, through its
agento is floating Christian connty and
Hopkinsville with money for the pur
pose of corrupting voters, thwarting the
will of the people, and taking away
their rights. WIII the people submit to
such an iniquitous and obnoxionn a pro-
ceeding.?
---.. caw.--
Oweneboro Messenger : Work on the
(Olio Valley extension to EvanoVille
began Monday, the delay tip to this
time leaving been caused chiefly by the
trouble in obtaining the right of way
through the Horse Shoe bend. The
contractors are expected to complete
the road by the middle of January. A
transfer boat and all the necessary ,
barges have been bought by the 0. V.
company so as to begin running as soon
as the roed is completed.
•
Voth for both roadie and ynn can tiny
goods cheaper.
1404(1, out for the rallrotel demonstra-
tion to-clay. It will be typical of what
will follow the voting of the proposi-
tions.
Vote for both roads, and get a
higher price for your products!.
Kirk Bradley had hie head mashed
again Wedneaday, the result of a drunk-
en row totween !Oneself end his son
J inn.
Fellow citizens, national strife is
ended; the agony is over. We were
divided, but let us unite to-day.
We want a railroad; yes, we wani
two railroads. We can get them ii you
work.
This is the day for work. To your
tents, oh hoed!
Having sold out the Hopper stock of
drugs and !cooed the store house former-
ly occupied by Hopper it Son to Wyly
* Mimeo, we respectfully ask all those
indebted to the firm of hopper & Son
to call at our new place of Niftiness and
settle.
HOPPER BROS,
East tilde Main street, two doors below
$2 00 Leine' Shoes. Try our Special
Dongoia $2 00 Shoes, for Ladies. We
carry the Iron Clad School Shoes that
can lot be Equalled in thin State.
Rept. N. B. Shyer.
Wraps! Wraps! Wraps!
Call at N. B. Shyers' and inspect our
line of Jackets, Modjenkan and Improved
New Markets. Alpo an Elegant line of
Misses' and chililren's Wraps. PRICE
RIGHT. N. B. Shyers' corner.
Go to Shyers' for all your Shoes and
Clothing.
ANDERSON & TATE
Will furnish and deliv-







&c. Give them a call.
500 Pains Ladies Extra long Black
Kid Gloves at 25 cents, all mouton'.
Also, 27,0 l'airn Kid Gloves Black, all
Sizes at 45 cts.
3a0 Pairs Real Alexander Kid Gloves,
all the new Shades with borderer and
Braid to match. Also in Black at talete.
These goods were made to sell at $1 50
Per Pair at N. B. Shyers' corner.
While you are uptown Shopping drop
in at Shyers' corner and see what we
have to offer you. We are right along
with our brothers and if We do not get
ahead of them, we certainly trot Meng
by their nide.
4 lilt SUN 1. is simply immense this





No. It 7th Street.
.in returnieg thanks to hid numerous
patrone and the public generally for the
support accorded hint in the past. F.
T. Gorman begs to inform them that he
is now receiving and opening his stock
of choice woolens for fall and winter,
and advises an early inspection of the
above goods. Ile begs to draw special
attention to the fact that all work is ex-
ecuted by a stall of tirst-eitues workmen,
under ilk own personel supervision, PO
that customers may rely upon getting
first-class tailoring.
Being desirous to retain the confidence
hitlferto reposed Inc him, he is deter-
mined to leave all orders, entrusted to
him to he made and trimmed in the very







Dry Goods and Notions.
In addition to the Inducements offered
In the very low prices of every article
in my Immo, I have determined to give
to emit cash purchaser of every ONE
DOLLAR'S worth of goods TicaYT
_in the following list of presents which
re abnolutely worth the prices named :
Iteseeuesi vie-Isla Piano, W erraeled, 2500 00
b.iik•onistt Henrietta dress . 111 00
Elegant Suomi /tog 7 (to
Life foie 40'1, dromiel 11 re
Colti•nen.1 SO k Umbrella 7 00
pair ttent'a Fine shoes
pair Ladles' Fine Shoes.
(FAiennet.'E'rmirtroveili t enreig
S Inc Tattle Cover
Ladies' Fine Hose
4, lios Hent's Fine Hose
1- Dor. Fine Napkins
14 Hoz. Fine Towels ...
DOZ. Floe Towehi
lion ftent'a Handkerchiefs.
o ties. iodise Eno) if anokereh l,N
Fine Silk Hunter
tt 1.%'%izk xK esI. lov .





Milt SI aaonville Dames; c
Marestello, (hilt..........
pair 1;crit'S

























The above presents are on exhibition
In mo show window. Do not fall to see
them.
Remember that each cull purchase of
one dollar entitles you to one ticket, ten
dollars ten tickets, and go on.
C. M. LATHAM.
ta •• e hi, Im'emhml.'
We will sell or rent the F. B. Camp-
bell, leipuy farm of 200 acres, 3 miles
from city on Cadiz pike. A hargein.
e will sell or rent the Bryant
Owsley farm of 400 acres, coar Howel
Station. Thli farm is fine in soil and
well improved.
For Rent for 1889.
The Burbridge Home., 25 rooms.
2 Store Rooms on Ninth Street.
2 Dwellings on
Vacant Lot on Railroad "
1 Dwelling on Seventh street.
1 " " Ninth "
3 " " South Main street.








2 d Princeton "
1 " North Slain "
" See0.111
2 " Bryan's Addition.
2 " " Jesup Avenue.
1 " " Burgess Street.





Aline Livery Ittolnenn, tee, stew
good stand, stock and vehicles Inc first
class condition ; at Prineeton, Ky., a
live and growing Loan.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton. Ky., containing 239 acres;
75 acres in timber; adjoinieg the land
of Dion. Beasley, dec'd., hart Tally and
Thos. Webb. This land Is located in
the beat tobacco and wheat section in
Todd county. Improvements, a good
barn, stabiles and tenement houses. We
wish to sell at once and will give a bar-
gain.
We write all classes
of fire and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in case of
loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated,
houses rented and rents
collected; property list-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner.
Tobacco Insurance.
'eVe- will write insurance on tobturo
in barns.
allis & Co.


















Through MASAO are 4011 oa Moe Catl on or
address
W. J. FULLER,
Gee Pass. and Ticket Art, Louisville. Hy
Andrew Hall,
HOPKININVILI.E, K V ,
—Dealer in
Granite and &Nile laments!











ger-Ofthse oorner Ott and Kam.
ATTOKNEVII.
JP10. VIII.•ND. II. J. STITES. .11.110. ISLAND,
 .111
Feland, Stites & Feland,
Attorneys-:-at-:-Law
I HOPKINPVIII.I.E, at'.











Unice over K. Frankt I S. 
sons .
Ky.
" from $1 50 to $2 25.
" " 3 50 to 750.
Men's All-wool (guaranteed) Casb-imere Suits, original mark $13 50 sell now for $6 75
" Better Goods, original mark $15 00, 18 50, 20 00 and 22 50 at just one-
half the price.
If you will read the balance of this advertisement you will learn of a place where you
can buy the best 50c. unlaundried shirt in America. A good fur cap for 75c., worth $1 60
.
Seamless cotton socks, GOOD WEIGHT, for 5c., worth 10c. Beautiful line of ne
ckwear
for 25c., worth 50c. Suspenders for 5, 10, 15 and 20 cents, worth double and tribble th
e
money. Now where these goods came from—how they were secured at these
 prices—
whether they were smuggled, stolen, or bought for spot cash from some poor manuf
acturer
hanging on the ragged edge of bankruptcy—makes no difference to you. If you can buy
a No. 1 all-wool suit for $6 75, you are willing to take it and ask no questions. Yo
u are
not going to puzzle your brain about it, are you? Well we guess not. You may not
 be-
lieve the above reports, for they do sound incredible, but if you will drop into Glass
' Cor-
ner on any fine day, and don't find the above true to the letter, we will give you 
a year's
subscription free of charge. It's wonderful, but it's true. You will find th
e biggest stock
of Clothing, Underwear and Furnishing Goods ever opened in Hopkinsville, but o
f course
at above prices, they cannot last long ahd we would advise all our friends to lay 
in their
winter clothing before this stock is broken. Remember the place. It is
GLASS' CORNER, and the firm's name is
1•II. 40113.clefi`gitoxi eft Clio.
There's MOHO 111 Olif Music,
And our concert captivates customers because
the silvery sound means sound silver, saved to
every mother's son of them. We are willing to
let
Competitors Ploy the Lyre!
There's no denying that they are great on 
that
instrument and play with a good deal of 
vim
but the lyre doesn't last like our instrument.
WE BLOW OUR HORN!
To announce another bargain offer in whic
h
we intend to paralyze prices and pulver
ize
profits on every line of goods we carry. Noth-
ing reserved, nothing exempt, but big redu
c-
tions all round.
WE PLAY BY NOTE!
And if you set before 118 a Treasury Note fo
r
one, two. or five dollars, we will play so t
hat
you will laugh till the gunpowder runs out o
f
the heels of your boots. Bring along your note
s
and we'll make the music at
IKE LIPSTINE'S,




With the "boss" stock the town ever
 saw. Goods are still getting here
and the house is full. We must clea
r out as they come in and every-
body wants to
COME IN






Startling Reports from the U. S. Weather Bureau!!
Blizzards in the East; Tornadoes in the South; Thunder in the North; Earthquake
s
in the West; BITTER COLD, ICE, SNOW, SLEET and HAIL in Christian and adjoin-
ing counties. And you are going to need lots of warm clothing and underwear to kee
p
you warm. You will want to know whet you can buy these goods cheapest, andthe N
EW
ERA proposes to give you the desired information Just listen and we will tell y
ou of a
place where you can buy:
Men's and Boy's Good Cotton Undershirts for - - - - 26c.
46 64 46 
" Wool Mixed Undershirts and Drawers for 36c.
Scarlet (all wool guaranteed) Undershirts 39c.
Men's and Boy's Good Heavy Camel's Hair (good imitation)
Shirts and Drawers - - - - - - - - - , - 49c.
Men's and Boy's Fine Medicated Scarlet Lamb's Wool Shirts
and Drawers -
- - •
White Wool, Natural Wool, Fancy Merinos and Campbel's Hair Suits at lower prices
and better qualities than you ever saw. Yes, more than this, we will direct you to a house




Unlined Overcoat, original mark $7 00 sells now for $3 50..
 46 44 - 
46 66
" AlL1V001 
44 46 66 64 
10 00 " " " 5 00.
12 00 " 64 6 00.
Fine all-wool Chinchilla 44 
61 44 19 00 " 66 66
64
9 50.
Finest Imported Wide Wale worsted 
64 cc 19 00 66 66 66 9 50.
Medium Good Part Wool Children's suits for $1 00.B
- 75c.
Men's and Boy's Finest Medicated Scarlet Lamb's Wool Shirts
and Drawers - - - - - $1 00
Best Quality Drill Drawers - - - - - - 80e.










The best 25 cents suspender in the 
world.





Big Bargains in Boots and Shoes.
Our "Job Counter" up stairs is the 
biggest thing o the season. You
can't afford to miss it. Latest nova
ties in Hats and furnishing go
ods
at proportionate prices. Strike now
 and we will make you glad.
Ple, Dian &
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cetat.ar.HORTICULTIME •NO I
STATISTIC'S.
Vii onr, lie., Nov. 1, 'Nei.
M at of the crops in Kentueky 
hems
matted hem, beet: fully 
reporae
heretofore. Very full reports trout IMO
eminties, 14 to condition of the corn and
tobscao crop, and the fall seeding
 of




The crop generally being very 
long
anal leafy, only four or five stalk" 
could
be snag on a sU k. Consequently, 
the
barn room was iusuilicient to hold
 it,
VIiI large quantities heal to r,iuiuiu
i on
tb.• - until that in the barn 
could
mue. The continuous rn4 Ic 
the
gr. ver part of October kept the 
tob tem)
In biros very sappy, and that on 
the
see dold was greetly damaged; much of
it oultaute‘la tlisiatem end sloughed off
from the stalk.; 'the chief loss being in
Use ilitteritillih and washing t ff the
gum, iitattle en essential asI vital
pr1.perte-'14114 appears not to h so
ace i It .,,kitilt411 anti weetern
Kew,' .y, ete re the crap generally is s
d one, n I the. N. r.t fr stemming
they have h. l,ryi a:
lii ventral iind eastern' Kentucky,
muab was till :Lie scaffold October
end some eve.c ail lee as November 1st.
The 'top In ttiese imetiona will lug and
Lash very heavy. Teem+ is a large
(plan tv of good totmeete and some easy
tine, bo- the • rep, as a rule, will not be
a goal one. The meet...ewe to it will be
found to tameet iti froet-bieen, rut be-
fore ripenoig, ho 14e-im ii, overt! )SI on
low lass Is, cdi's ire to wet weather
on Uoraestil k, waist of color Is the
Isle suiting.
WILILAT.
Wheat-lowing has been delayed by
wet weather and the tangled condition
of uncut torn. A large portion will be
very late. Tbe later it is sown, the leas
chance it will have to root well before
the winter too z e. The fall mowing will
net be over before the Doh lest, 
The
estimated ineresee in seramma over
was shout 10 per cent. unier the stimu-
lee of the recent advance in prices.
This will be reduced to about 6 per cent.
by tbe unfavorable season for seeding.
The early *owing is all up and looking
well, and the land was generally well
prepared.
COAX.
In our hist report we noted the serious
()steatite •o corn by being blown down
by the rale seal seem en the 20.1i of
Augest, early droutia, anil in limey see-
lieu.' crence bug, which et now
coed r w.
All of the corn on the ground will be
nearly worthless; the damage over the
state is fully 10 per cent. from this
eouree. Farmers should feed all that
wail do, as soon as possible, anal shuck
me such as they cannot use and expose
Ii ea the sun ant isind.
1 here is a great complaint of hog
choIera in many counties, and It is very
(*.al. One levee! living at Ku id.rough,
In II erellu coniatrbis lost .• great tnari y
cat l" from saner disease. He thinks
It as pleuro-persamonia The matter is
now being investigated.
the year now nearing its clove has
bete a very prosperous one in the met-
to acne)+, neley everything for in in
an !mast being abundant. The mete
is. now that crops4re made, to properly
ts k • care of theist and lee can not too
often urge the necessity of isubstituti rig
yea ii breeds ot sock for the inferier
kinds. It Is ;wit as cheap to keep goad
et0c4 as it is to keep scrubs.
Respectful; y,




This powder never varies. A ammeter purl-
,. strength and w holesomeneas More mews-
teal than the ordinary tints. and eannot 1.e solo
in competition with ttie multittelc of !ow teat,
inshort weight alum or phosphate poters. 
,s
r 414 44
346S. ROT•L Bailee PO, DRS CO . 1011
Ilti Street, N.Y.
0
 The DUI-ERB' GUIDE'.
iasueb March and Sept..
each year It is an ency-
clopedia of useful intor-
mation for all who put.-
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. We
can olothe you and furitieh you with
all the aticnisary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance. sleep,
eat. rish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
stelae and quantities. Just ngure out
what is required to do all those things
C11111111IT1ILT. and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYEits•
OGIDE. which will he sent upon
receit.t et 10 oente to pay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD &CO.









FASO S CURE FOR
Pirioe Cure for Con-
sumption is also the beet
Cough Medicine.
If you have a Cough
Without Wawa of the
Laws, a few dome are all
you need. But if you ne-
gime this emyy moans of
safety, the slight Cough
may become a serious
matter, anal several bot-
Geis will be required.
NJ.  N/4 I- ••r• r•"•,.. •
Dv. Dell'. Cough Syrup will cure your
Carnak es..',. Yonee only Se CO& a bests..
J. B. GALBREATH
"e7erh elenale .g- ent.
HOPKINS% ILLE, ET.
KATIE'S FAVORITE SCHOTTISCHE,
Allegretto. d =0, 104.
ktk r
5
CARL VDUS. op. 103,
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James Heed and George Atkinson, of
Earlington, have made a novel bet on
the election. If Cleveland is elected
Atkinson is to engage the Earlington
brass hand to serenade Head while he
wheels him around town in a wheel-
barrow. If Harrison is elected vice
versa.
A negro named Field Clark was tried
last week at 1% hite Plains for attenipted
rape, and was placed under a bond of
$100, which he gave tor his appearance
at the next term of court.
Headerson Giesaar.
A very distressing accident occurred
yeetertlay afternoon at the Katterjohn
ailll on Third street. little Wesley
Katterjohn, between eight and ten years
of age, son oel Mr. Job ii Katterjohn,
while engaged near the bloat of the en-
gine, became entangled in the belt run-
ning from the main shaft to the corn
mill pulley, and was whirled over and ciarksTme
over until his life hell eimmit beet*, William Paindexzer was ehot
whipped out of him. Ttie Ii ear around propahly fataiiy wotinsie I it Rtesel
the shaft was made 1,1 einders, closely sawn...1y evemit.g slier the cleee o
packed, and 11 ttitL hard material a hole Republitan parade. Hi. usiknewr
chose the inferno as the theme of his
art, there is no downing true skill even
on as bad a Puteject as the Reptiblieti.
candidate for president.
caries tile Tuliatiee Leaf:
S. R. Peebles and Miss Nora Sullivan
were married at 7 o'clock Tueetlay
morning. The ceremony took piaci at
the Catholic church, Father Jape" offi.e-
sting. The attendant(' were Mike eel,-
bolt and Miss Ellie Sullivine
John Munn mid Miss Manila B. ley,
a melee-eget couple eon, Hop ism
county, Ky., w -re Jo: OS .1 ill Wt`.1 psi.k
Mondry inorning at Pickering st
enson's etinfeetiona-ry, Rev. .1. C. 'ate
°Meeting. Dr. See.by acted !beet
WAIL
James H., Jr • the :joie pen of M
Smith, fell out of a t as.r eeverel
age and broke one el his lege:
little fellow ilterie well end wil
time be leftism: agate.
was whipped capable almoet of holding
his body. His arm was bra kan end ids
shoulder terribly mislisel. His it heels
are of a serious nature end it is leered
he cannot live througla the night.
Sal a Telephone.
Mr. J. W. F. Marquette, while making
some excavations in sonic ancient groves
in the Roaring Spring district last week,
unearthed a skeleton of very large di-
mensions. The head had every tooth.
and all comparatively sound. 'rile
skeleton measured, seven feet from the
trews of the head to the ankle joint, the
tett being gone. There was a tomahawk
eery much rusted, and a piece of potery
with a picture of a nude woman upon it.
A pipe was also found, which was shaped
and about the size of a snow bird, and
made of rock. A copper elate about
four inches in oiameter, with two cir-
cles of charm-ter, one a elan the other,
the inner circle co:Oa:I:leg twenty-eight
ch ere, and the outer fifty-two, the
first supposed to represent the number
of lunar day. in a month, and the latter
the number it necks In • year.
_
echoes :Minor ra t.
Robt. Miller came near losing his life
Tuesday evening at Whane Brother's
lauding, by a saw-log rolling over his
head, the only thing SIIV lug hie life being
the auftswor of the ground under iris
head.
Pembroke Criterion.
The meeting held by Revs. J. G.
Kendal and T. F. Tiller, at Olivet in the
Outliers part of this county, resulted
la le adtitiona to the church, and much
rod etherwiseerhis Is the best meeting,
the member; say, they have had since
the war.
The meeting at the Baptist church
here will cert drily begin next Wednes-
day night at 6:30 o'clock. It is not yet
knowu who will assist the pastor.
The little folks hail quite a pleasant
time at the residence of Mr. W. D
Garnet Thuratlay eyeliner they having
met these to celebrate the birth-day of
little Molly Davis reirealiments was
abundent, Alfred says "every badly had
a jolly time "
Prineeten Bow r
F. Mayer, our enterprising produce
man, shipped 40,000 pounds of driei
fruit lest week, whieli was the largest
shipment of the kind ever ma le from
this place.
A nee apecimen of the hematite iron
ore from the mines near the town, is on
exhibition at the Beek Hotel. I he
lump of ore a lit weighs se least 00 lb..,
anti will yield at east 40 per cent, pus a'
Iron. Mr. Mc Eiratrie, who is in charge
of the mining operation now in progress,
near the city, Is pushing the work elanag
as fait as possible. The ore now bring
taken out is shipped miller a contrail
U10 ameltia orate In kellans. It Is,
lhogfro t bjecteeelie enterprising
pent meet roils4•41 the comps:ay,
to establish roate-lt tide place.
Menderson Journal:
The marriage of Mina Maria Y. Dixon,
of this city, add Mr. Mason 'r. Dyer, of
Morgaefield, is announce) for Thursday
afternoon, the 15th of this mouth.
The son of Tony Sansone, the emit
man, Little Italy, as he is called, caught
on fire from a lighted torch •Wednesday
night, and ;vita saved fr•tref death by k
mail who happened inewr,alid smothered




The portrait of Marlene, made on a
coon skin by Mr. .1. T. McIntire, ham
been pronounced a most rxeellent piece
of work by every one who lima seen it,
While Mr. McIntire chose a very bad
subject, we are bound to concede the
skill of his brush. Like Dore, who
r understood. said Jamere "but
what will. and where is it?"
"Well. It; a will in my favor. and it is
tattooed on a lady's; back."
The twins sheinItaneonsiv rose from
their chains and hiked at Eustace with
such a ridiculous identity of mevement
and expreesien that he lairly burst out
laughiug.
•• I presume. Meeson, that this is not a
hoax,- sale James. severely. '•I presume
that you know too well what is nine to
learned counsel to attempt to make one
of their body tho victim of a practical
hike?"
"Surely, Meeeon," added John. "you
have sufficient respect for the dignity of
the law not to tamper with it in any such
way as my brother has ludier.tech '
"Oh, certainly not. 1 assure you it is
all square. It is a true bill, or rather a
true will."
••Proceed," sail James, rewiming his
peat. ••Tlds Is evidently it ruse of eli un-
usual nature."
-You or right there, old boy," Feld
Test nee "Anal now, just listen," and he
proceeded to unfold Lis moving tale with
much redid an,' empliesis.
ahhen lie had finished, Jehn lookael at
Jamee rather heiplessaly. The ease was
beymel him. But Janice was equal to the
ix-casein. Ho had mastered that first
great axiom which every young barrister
shoeld Iv to heart: "Never appear te be
ignorant."
"nes ease." he said, as though he were
giving judgment. "i's doubtless aif a re-
ularkabIts nature, and I cannot at the mo
ment lay my heed upon any autherity
bearing on the point-if, indeed, any such
are to be found. lint I speak off hand.
and must not be ha ai too (loosely to the
sshiter dictum of a viva voce opinion. It
seems to me that. notwithstanding its pe-
el:11er idiosencresies. and 'Ls. various
•eruete' that it presente, it will, upon
ehie r examination. be found to full within
these general laws that govern the legal
course of teeteutentary disposition. If I
remember aright-I speak off haud-the
Aet. of 1 Vie., imp 211, specifies that a will
shall be In writing. und tattooing may
fairly be defined Rs a re& variety of
wriiing. h ie. I admit, usual that writ-
ine should be done ou paper or parchment.
but I have no doubt that the young lady's
skin, if carefully removed and dried,
would :make exeellent pftrehment. At
present, then:fere, it is parchment in its
green adage. and perfectly available. for
writing purposes. To continue It ap-
e's-1 a 
g
ni taking Mr. Meeson's state-
ments as being perfeetly accurate--that
day night. The cars ran over his body the %t ill wee 'impale and duly executed
by the testater, or rather by the person
Who tattooed in his presence and at his
command; a form of signature which is
very well essrered by the section of the
Act of 1 SIc., cap 26. It seems, too, that
the witneesee attested in the presence of
tint), each other' and of ties teetator. It is
who was tried before Commliskioner true that there was no attestation clause;
Puryear at Paducah Saturday for cal. but the supposed
 necessity reran attesta-
tion dense is one of those fallacies of the
lecting an Elegal penzion fee, wag held ;, lay newt which, perhaps, cluster more
to answer and gave Deed. fometnely and with a errenter persistence
, round questions ornmected with testa-
, menthe,' dispeselen tnati those, of awe
Pileet Mee! Itching Mel, either braneh of the law. Therefore, we










;meant fired from the rear mail levelled
in the (barkeeps.
lerit Wius.
We alePire to soy to our eitieemo
lin years vie have hreu Pelee
King's New miscovery for Commie
Dr. Single New idle Bile
Arnica Salve and Electric Bite rs
have never handled retomiles tied
well, or that have given auch inta
satisfaction. We do not beta,
guarantee them every time, end we
ready to newel the pureleme pri
satisfactery results do that follow
use. Three remedies have won
great popularity purely on their n














President Cleveletie has Weird a woe-
lamation designating 'hinireilay, Nov.
29 as a day of thenkegiving and seer
throughout the United States
A brakeman on the I. C. road t tamed
Powell was accidentally killed et Ar-
lington, Marshall county, last Weidnes-
!fir. lhosoll's Will.
IA. I!. RIDER HAGGARD.
mte littera? :
and mangled it fearfully, but just how
the gad aceident occurred, or whet the
unfortunate man lived the papers o not
state.
Squire A:exendir, of Hopkins
411.
and stingleg; moot nt night ; wor e by 
eju statute.ectitealin accordance with the spirit i.lofAy
acratetting. If allowed to mettle e tai- at plesent 
rid 
 trikes in' aws P thme Icl•Ireu 
isa 
ulr riot
more form, which often bleed al al id. wili,i.s unduit, ii. Ihoes that Luvalleate it?
I answer with confitia ere no. Aud mark:
venue, hemming very tore. Ste ytieei
till" ill etopa the Iteliltig a nil
lug, heals' ulaweition, end hi mei
removes the tumors. At sirlggl







Nets From Lafayette. ;
One of the most notable stvens anal
one long to be remembered by eawiety
iwas the marriage ot Mr. Jas. Il  •Itarer
LO Miss E Opole* Moore, on Sa urday
hut. A large melee r of fries. e mad
acquaititancee assemble.' at the Meth.
/widen, e---that of Lady Ilelmiturst-can
IJO preducel Gait Oils will did net exist
upon the lack of Miss Augusta Si:Others
previeusly ti Dee. 19, on which day the
Uns,•aroo sunk; and evidence es.a atISU be
produced-Halt of Mrs. Thorear-that it
did exist on Christmae tiny, when Miss
Smitheni wits rescued. It Ls, therefore,
deer that it must leave get upon Istar back
between Dec. 19 awl Dec. 23."
"Quito PO, old fellow," said EllMIWV,
muse' impressed at this corruseation of
legal lere. ••Evidently yen are the man
ea, tackle the our,e. But, I say, what is to
be done met? You see I'm afraid it is
too late. Probate ham issued, whatever
that may mewl."
"Probate has Newell" echoed the great
opiny James. struggling with hie rising con-
eters. I tempt; "and Is the law so helpless that
Ve to 
prelate which has been allowed to issue
under an erronerms apprehensein of the
ether, fw•te cannot be reealk'dt Most certainly
them not! So soon as the preliminary formai-
‘‘. ill elm' are concluded, it writ must be iesued
te revoke Hie probate. and claiming that
the eonrt should prouounee in favor of
the later will, or, stay, there is no ex-
ecutor-there Is WI Verir IM•
rx)rtant pent. claiming a grant of letters
sit rialedireitration web the will annexed.
I think that will be the better coulee."
'lint how run you annex Miss Smit hers
to a 'grant ef letters of administration:
wheteter that may mean?" sale Eustaae,
feebly.
''flint reminds me," wild James, share-
enraling tiw question and ruldressing his
brother, "you muat at once file Miss
Smithers in the registry, and see, to the
preparation a the usual atedaveseof
I. the pleasant guest of Mr. Kendirlek. script.."
Licht% "Certainly, esetahely," said John, as
though this were the mest simple business
Eczema, Itchy, Seely, Skin 'Tortures. in the world.•'Whet?' gasped F.ustace, as a vision of
The sitetile aPelkaLitnai of "S10900% Eagnsla Inipatod upon an enormous bill
Ointment," without any itertnall
eine, will cure any came of Tette
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch,
Piesiples, Eczema, all Sealy, heh
Krnptione, no matter how obistlisate or ting regis
trar at Somerset Rouse this
ong standing. It. is potent, e tetive, sittings. It would be well if you made
an appointment for to-morrow."
and costs but a Wile. "Yes." said John.
"Weil," went on James, "I think that
Is all for the present. You will, of course,
Mistress-Well, I can give youl a rem let me have the instructions and other
ommendation as to honesty, but cleat papers wit
h all possible 'Teed. I suppose
tha





corptunainseldtreles myself will be
(iboutdepart ing • -Sli ure, 0, dual,' went "Ohl that reminds me," said Enetace,





Isn't work Orm after at all. Wok noice 
see 
game. I base got about fifty pounds
respieteble phiace. usurp „cash in tho wohldhendhlateserga;
•
odiat church to %Untie' the ter
which was per:ea:meet ay Rev
Aftet the marriage des party sb
tie• residenay of the grootei's is
where an s legant aweiteil
The mailers were W. 1). Cootwr,
Draper, W. 'I'. Kesth anal Jean
Ilayntetm.
Miss Ernme Coopi•r ta xpeete,1 fr
Naaliville this wet is.
Miss 114111e Rive; Is 'spending some
tune at Pietwateti.
M I. 1114 Nr141 11,110110
Jeffers un, tee teettieene y ming Ili Ilea
110111 Csilz, tsr, tXtei I he e 1111 week
to oleic MI.+ genii.: itarrs.





guard rose before his eyes. "You can't
Lie a lady; We impossible."
"Impossible or not, it must be done be-
fore any further steps are taken. Let me
see; I believe that Dr. Probate is the sit-
gilla 1 khOW enougn to Weimar, etfactry
pounds do net go for in a lawsuit."
Blankly •311111^5 looked at Jelin anal John
at James. This was very trying.
"Fifty 'wends will ge a good way in
out of pocket. fees." suggested James at
length, rubbing his bald head with his
• hantikerche f.
"Possibly. answered John. pettishly;
"but how about the remuneration of the
eleintiff's legal adviser? Can't you"-cal.
dresing leustace--"manage to get the
money from some one?"
• •Well." said Eustace, "there's Lady
Folmlimet. Perhaps if I offenel to share
tile led with her, if there was any'-.-
Pair nic no," said John; "that would
be •mainteninice.'"
"Certainly Lot," chimed in James. lead-
ine, up his hand in dieruny. "Mest clearly
it would be edirunpertv; and did it conic
ts'i the knowledge of the court nobody can
icy what might not happen."
"Indeed," -answered Eustnee, with a
sigh. ••I don't quite know what you mean,
but I seem to have said something very
wrong The odds on 11 hiunDeap are
child's play to understand beeide This law,"
he added. sadly.
"It is obvious, =ties." said John, "that.
putting aside ether matters, this would
!Tema, indepenalent of teeuniary reward,
a most interesting ease for you to con-
duct."
• 'I lint Is ̂-a,. totin." replied Jame,: "but,
as yen must to well aware, the etiquette
r uiy Paefessien will not allow me to eon-
ease for nothing. Upon tint point.
eisee all other*, etiquette rue sus with a
est ef Iron. Tho 'stomach at the bar.
et,ilry.: Iv.. end Individual, is eremitei end
scandeliaral at the idea ef one of it. mem-
bers doing nuything for nothing."
'Yes.' put in Eust are. el have always
understood that they were regular nail-
er •
"Qtilte an, my dear James; quite so,"
erad John. with a eseset snale. • "A fees
must he markei upon the Inlet of leerixed
ereeneel, anal that fee must be paid to
him, together with many ether smaller
fees; for learned eiviesel is like the cigar-
ette •teseee anal new fashioned weighing
machines at the statiens; he does not
work unless you drip something down
him. But there is nothing to prevent
learnesi remisel from is turning tho fee,
• anal all the little fete. Indeed. Janies, you
will eee that this practice is common among
the most eminteit of your profession.
when, ter instanee. they require an ail-
vr•rtiscenent or wish to pay n delicatecoM.
pia-neat to iesnnstieneney What de they
do then? They wait till tine- find l'..100
marked upoit a brief. and then resign their
fee. Why ehoulti esiu not do the same in
tale ewe., in yonr own interestt Of
inse, If. eva win the mime the ether side
or the estate still pay the coats; and if we
lose you will at tenet have hasl the ad-
vantage. the prieelcas advantage, of a
mlai tea ndrertieemeut "
•• Very welt. John; let it be so," raid
Jame., with moweanimity. "Your cheeks
fee has veil lie chile returteei: but it
must be understood thut ith.1 WV. to be
presented e
"Not at the. Lank," said Johan. testily.
"I have recently had tO oblige a (lieut."
he added by the way of explaruition to
Testaee. "and ley baiance is ruttier law."
"Ne." said James; "I gene underetand.
I was getter te ray 'are to be preemted to
any clerk.•"
a end ve eh. ties solenin fare. the rotifer-
am, came te RH etel.
-CHAPTER XVII.
fleer arOteT.t was ;mem.
That very nfterneon Enstaer retnrreel
to Lady Holmhunta bollso in Hanever
square. to tell his dear Augusta elle
muse attend am the fellewing rimming to
I be filed in the registry at Stenerect House.
As may be Imagined, though willing to go
shy name:1461e levet)) to "Nay hi r new
; route' lover, Augusta not umeaurtally mi.-
. Plated tit Is relieve violently. Wail was, sthe
vetted in lee nal:stance by her friend
Ludy ilohnloirst, alio, however, presently
left the room, 'eating them te 144 !!11. it as
they liked,
do think that Is a little hard," said
Augusta, with a stamp of her foot, "that,
after ell tent I huve gene through, I
'should be taken off to Lam, niv enrorie.
veto back stared ut hy a doctor Feint° one
Or ether, and than be shut up with a lot
of musty old wills in a registry "
"Well, my dearest girl," ered
'eaither it mnae be done or else the whole
thing nah=t be given up. Mr. John Short
declares thet it is abselutely necessary
that the document ehould b 'laced in the
custody of the (Omar of the emirt."
-But bow sill I going to a. In a cup-
board er iti an iron safe eith a lot of
wilier naked Augusta, feeling very cross.
"I &eft know, lam sure," said gustm•e;
"Mr. Jashu Shert says that that is a mat-
ter wheel the leareed data tor will have to
settle. His own opinion i that the learned
doctor-winfoutial him -̀will order that
you ahm2141 necompaby him about wher-
ever 1:o goes till Itio teal eernes off, for,
you wee In that way you wmild never be
out of tins custody of an officer of the
twee. But," weut on Testate., gloomily,
"ell I can till him. If he make. that
order, is, that if he takes you about with
.1111:1 lie 'sill Imre to nate me, tots."
''Why?" sail Auguste.
-Nally? Because I don't truet 111m-
that's why. (iltI ala, ti's, I dime say be
Li sad. Arid besides, just think, this
learned gentleman has precticui for
twenty years in the divorce court! Now,
I ask you what can you expect from a
gentleman, however learnee, who has
Practiced for twenty years in the divorce
court'? I know him," went on Eustaeo,
vindictively-"I know him. Ho will fall
In love with you himself. Why, he would
be an old duffer if he didn't."
"Really," said Augusta. bursting out
laughing; -yeu are too ridiculous, En..
taco."
"I don't know abont being ridiculous,
Augusta; but if you think I am going to
let you be marched about by that learned
doctor without my being there to look
after you, yon awl mistaken. Why, of
course he would fall in lore with you; no-
body could be near you fair a couple of
days without doing re."
"1)0 you think au?" said Augusta, look-
ing at him so sweetly that a wave of hap-
piness passed through lien.
"Yes, I do," he answered, and thus the
conversation came to an end and a as not
resumed till dinner time. •
On the (dosing morning at 11 o'clock
Exiitace, wlio hail =mewed to • get a few
dazweel .hea. amele mine nimIsed
with eireJohn Short toTake 1tu.eta and
Lady Holmhurst-who was going to cha-
peron her-to Somerset House, whither,
tiotwitlistanding her objections of the
previous day, she had at last consented
to go.
Mr. Short was introduced, and much
impressed both the ladies by the extraer-
dinary air iif learning and command
which AVM stamped upon his countenance.
Hs- wanted to inspect the will at ranee
but Augusta struck at this, saying that it
would be quite enough to have her shoul-
ders stared at once that day. With a sigh
anal a (shake ef the head ut her unrea-
sonableness Mr. John Short submitted,
and this n the carriage came round and
they were all driven of/ to Somerset
House. Presently they were there, and
after threading innumerable chilly pas-
sages reached a dismal retain with an al-
manac, a dirty deal noble and a few chairs
hi it. wherein were congregated reveral
solicitors' clerks, waiting their turn to
appear before the registrar,
Presently, however, sometwely pohecl
his head through the door, which he
opened just wide enough to admit it, and
bawling out -
"Short, re Meeson," vanished as ab-
ruptly its lie had come.
"New, Lady Holmlearst, if yon please,"
said Mr. John Short, -allow me to show
the write If yam will kindly follow with
the will-this wine please."
In another minute the unfortunate
"will" found herself in a large and lofty
room, at the top of which. with his back
to the liglit. sat it most agreeable looking
middle aged gentleman, who, ma they ad.
enticed, rmie with a petiteness that one
ewes not generally expect from offieials
am a fixed salary, and, bowing, asked
them to be seated.
••NN'ell, what can I do for you? Mr.-
• Mr."-and he put on his eyeglasses
anti referred to les notes-"Mr. Short-
you wish to tie. a will. I understanal; end
there tee /*ruber tarcurastaneee tif senie
sort in the cutsie"
"Yes, Mr; there are," oresi Mr. Jehn
Short. With much meaning. "The will to
in the registry is the last true
will of Jenathan hleeson of Pompadour
Hall. In the county (if Warwick, and the
property concerned amaiunts to about two
t'pon last. motion slay the deat 11
• J01133:13:7.11 Merman, who was supposed
ti hue's' :oink in the 
Kan 
was al-
lowed to Ise presumel, :::4-'abate has
been tuka ra tett. As it mattt•r et fact,
flowerer. the meal Jonathan Meer, an per-
ished in Kerguelen Land some drys after
the aligner-4.k. arid before he died he duly
• xorte.a-1 a heel: toll In hoer of his
nephew. leriamee 11 Meeseu. the gentle.
man loeure ewe Miss Auguata Smith-
era"-
enl hat " said the learned remistrae. "is
this 'Mies Sin:there, a ladn we have been
Pawling lc a rated' shout lately -tau Ker-
guelen Land hemline"
"1'4%1. I an Mina Smite-me" she said,
with at lie! etu-h. "arid the; La Lady
Holmlierst. wires, imalettei-  &pal she
'Nos kid le melt
Struck by Lightelag.
The Henderson Gleaner, referrirg to
the heavy thunderstorm in that vicinity
Friday evening last, says: "One ter-
rific bolt found a lodging levet in acorn
crib, the prepetty of Mr. Sani Denton,
all Frog island. In this crib were foam
men, Smiiht Denton, Newman Spencer,
sieseph McGowan anal Anma Malone,
engaged in einicking tern. The elec-
tric bolt struck the gable end of this'
euilding and more or la 64 iijairea.l each
of the lour men mentiened.
Newman Spencer who was perhaps
the least SIC-CHO ran out of the building
, and conveyed the itatelligeece to his
grand fattier. The hat oh Smith Den-
ton was literally tore to pieces and it
was fully an hell hour before Ise exhib-
ited n sig of lite. McGowan and
neMsio were both aeriteetly if not fatal-
ly in jd.
Oise ef theee men Intl his sieve tom)
ell his feet and showed no sign of con-
sciousness' until the next morning. The
other Was Lit ott the head anal where
the electricity passel down, it left a
streak ainillar to that namely found upon
the side of a tree struck hy lightning.
How it ghoul(' be to, that none of the
Teri were killeti outright. Is with Him
w lio I. !meet ell things-no MOrtlit Carl
ever explain. McGowan and elalone
a were the worst hurt of tee tour, and it Is
11106: likely MeV will bOtil die. How-
ever, they were both alive yesterday
morning, although blood was oozing
from their ears.
In this crib were several horse', aml
strange as It may appeer, one home sta-
tioned at the far etel et tee crib was the
oely affected by the shock. 'I he
animal! it is rearmi is ruined.
PROMPrNESS.
First a cold, then a cough, then con-
sumption, then death. "I tax k Dr.
Acker's English Remedy for Cowl:up-
' lion the nioment I teems to cough, and
believe it sewed my life."-Weerse
N. Wit j.cg, W4301illr031. Sole by H.
B. Garner.
mese.---•
"Aniatathy," said tee old lady from
the hied et the stain., "what dote that
!outer feller ramie by etayin' AO late?"
'• Ex.use me one mamma, Mr. Herring."
sail A mauthy, mid l'1044'a Os' parlor
I door atiftly anal whispered hoarsely tip
' the stairs.: el think he mean.' business,
ma; you get to bed."
A ,:cfe leveetment.
Is 1.31P Whik • is gusranteee teing
v..11 sated 1.1'4 oT y result., or In ease oh
tennis. a rater of purview price. On :
this safe ;Iva ran ter,' fronts mar ad-
vertise! Ioniggiat a Settle of Dr. K
New itmeevaey for I oneuniete n. It is
galenite' sal to bring relief in every cam,
IS 11441 %meal ter rosy affeetIon air Threat,
Lying' or Chest, staeh se f enieimptima.
It'll medium of len ge Bronchitis. Asti,-
nia, Whooping ('ought, r•rimp. eie„ etc.t
It is pleas:tilt agretable toe:atm per-
fretly safe, anal es ti always be slept tided
mien.
'in! betties free at Harry IL fierier's
City l'harmecy.
Front Salem.
Sal juts thu MTh a as I y repaired
willefi greatly imprevee t5 e fume. or
worship. ' I thiek it Is now the most
convenient anal Hie pretiest t•outery
church in the state. (Sir emagregatiene
are ussitally large and attentive. We
closed a Meeting of fifteen day on the
241,1a. of Oct. We had a ialeasant arid I
hope • printable meeting, there
nineteen additions to the time ; *ix- I
t. sos baptiseal mei three by letter. Bro. i
Loa k att. of •I'reettel, asiested in the
meeting anal greatly. ep armed liltnvell 1
Os our paniale by ille tele' fel presenter Me I
et the truth is, Well itet litre ninditl
Wes. in Illeitaftlit lifter 11110tits, of
stoWIDIC 111 aliXiety to gather MO rich is I
leirvest, end so that eciepture le fulfilled I
elle tent powelh anal lie that rotaetio
nasty rejoiee togoeber." I have teen-
plebsi my eighth year as pastor of this •
church, giving all of nay time to this',,,,e
t thurcli. P. !
.
TERRIBLE FOREWARNINGS, i
Cough in the morning. hurried or dif-
ficult areathing, raising phlegm, tight-
ness+ in the chest, quickeried pulse, chill-
ness in the evening or sweats at night,
all or any of them things arc the first
stages of censumption. Dr. Atakerie
Engliall Remedy for (1/11K111111)Liort teill
cure these fearful symptoms, mid is field
under a guarantee by 11. B.
Garner.
C B. EERY WORDS.
Wier Citizens of Tyler and
smith C•tilety et• II tiered by
John I. Adams, the !into
or Nicker A
Druggist...
I hisVi• becii a prau•ival ilrtiggi,t in
I') hr ite- miniter sit y -ere mot in that
time have had oeeissuoi: tri examine, try,
and notice the greet (if need.' all the
highly reerammelitied preparations or
tweet medic :ties on the mareet, PAO am
I have sullaareal iintelal misery niyaelf,
the pest welsher et years, front a ',evert.
harm Owinnet Ism, and
eitiel tied s othitag to cure or relieve ine,
I had alnioat ii ettitellle1011 that all
ara tent mealtemes us .'ran 1110re Or less
!retitle tilltil Mann one year ego, I Wa-
litilUcrt1 by a Bleed how living ba Tyler
Wheitar)niat• kn'ilal:1*alitt4emr 3 a 
B, or
pensuasion on his part I thane mall+. up
any mind to make one more tertian to rill
myself of the terrible stilietion ; and it
now Aerie me the grestest pleasure of
my tile tai state to the a itizene of Smith
tioutey that I man rerirely curial, with
no trace's of the demote left, anal all
ta,ffr eiBetel 11;y tithe, niwegi,iicollirailitti.guar:ritaiatperrttihee
graLteet. ;ma eet met inost powerful
blood remedy Miaow n to umn. 1 ii.ve
been mil+ et to ta entsiatery ettack.
duce tela years of age, seal up to tee
preeme time have' heal lour. Tee last
spell rattle Ols Me Ili Ni.Vettl1Wr, I ro45,
over a yultr rig.), at tifeh tittle I Was
tallitlitetl nay bell tor eight weeka,
passing the eagles in miecry, with en
sleep exacta wheat tirmIticeal by 'trammel*
reel vat lolls 011111tes. '1110 week previous
to using B B. it, up to that time I had
011Iy Irate!' aix meals, &aid t•itillil iseareely
sit up without summit ; but alter using
ntii..rteeic mien:tittle; 
walk 
i was realni,sili a Ihtieiyi
sax bottles had been timeal, thank heaven,
I was entirely 1413011, stash 114.5 the slight.
s'. pain telt eliem that.
returte to tesaivieee le February, Inv
weight wes 145 bit, gradatelly
inertemed teed um regular weight was
agsiti &teepee, 210 pounds. The no-
[Wraiths laid ins het I have re cheertudly
meted te that the unparalleled staid re-
markable aliseevery, B. B. It., cured me
iii mid-welter, at the very time my suf-
ferings niisery were the greatest.
take It 1,I1 anymel as a practical drug-
ca
Elise-"Boh, I wish %OH tell IC" t" heart", 
as well
reeonimetel this glorious
me how a handkerchief intention le te,„,e remedy to all autlerera of dietitian-
worked." Boh-"Eaay peel simple liens or beset trouble', anal not only
bait the firm of M 'Kay A Adams,
enough, sister-with two fools arid two aim handle it, w•ll iiheerfiilly indorse
hautlkerchiefte"
end McKay et 'I'yler, Texas.
superior Mt rite. .1011N M. D•VIS,
••••
TAKE IT IN TIME.
"Fos waist sit flail, it shins. was lost;
for wale of to ahem a horse was bet; for
went oh at horse, a rider was 1014t."
Never neglect smell things. The first
signs of pneumonia meal teinetimption I
ean poems es eheeked by Dr. Acker's'
English Remedy for Conetimption, stioni
by B. Garner.
All also de•iee liii I teformation about
the eatise mei cure ash Blood Potions,
Scrofula end et rotallous ellingr,
reere. Sores. Rtimainatisna, Kidney
Colupasetate, Catarrh, ete , Cell amine
be mall, free, a copy of our 32, p ere
I duet, at al Book of te made s. filled
with the most solidi-mil awl teeming
proof ever better kilown. Address,





Are Diamond Dyes. They excel all others
in Strength, resins Jule lateness. None others
are just as goed. Beware of 'legations-they
are made of cheap and inferior materials and
give poor, weak, creaky colors.
36 colors; re cents each.
Sued postal for Dye Book, Sample Card, demean
as coloring Photos., making the finest Ink or Bitung
(to cu a quart), etc. Sold by Druggisu or by
WELLS, RICHARDSON & CO., Beirlingtoa, rt.
For Gilding or Bronzing Fancy Artmla, USX
DIAMOND PAINTS.
Gold, Silver, Breeze, Copper. Only to Cents.
•
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Umpired, 1 am cared
Rheumatism
et ritesmaties."
"nual• HUTClina.c../Saadi Comilla, II es.
Kidney
Diseases
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Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
before! Don't miss seeing it.
Hendrick's China Hall,
209 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
H. M. aINENNATNY. G E. C LONG.
efir• 7..acsiagice
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 220, on North side of Ninth Street, one square hors Depot.
All tobacco consigned to us will receive our personal attention, both in
*sampling anti sellise. Stables and quarters for teams and teamsters.
Plain Facts Worth Knowing
Thompo: & Miro Sotn
You tem ally a Beautiful 10 piece Chamber Set for $3 50; a rA piece Tea
Set hemitifellyanmorated for $5 00; a nice and substantial Hanging leuse 
for
al en; Coil Vases lean hionvely deeorated from $2 00 to $5 00; a beaut
iful Oil
riveting 24x30 handsomely framed with four nieli gilt moulding 
tor el 90; a
Cronin same size for $1 40.
We have thousands of other things in the line of
House Furnishing Goods
• spece all! not permit us to quote the astonishing low prices at wh
ich thee
are tieing soli!. Our stock of HARDWARE, WA LL PAPIER asad 
WINDOW





Formerly of NELSON C JIV,t
Pi. "CP, =selemeteere
Let" of DATINKI t RUSH
E.).A..3E31NT=Y_
Tobacco and Grain Commission Merchants,
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give perm-mai attentiou to 1 nepection and Sale of every Hogshea
d of Tobac-
co temeigned to us.
Liberal nalveneement made on Tobeemo in store. All Tobacco insur
ed at omit of
owner mail ta a mum' bietructions to the aintrary.
Caldwell & Randle,
-DEALERS IN-
Stoves, Tillware, Glassware Clio, Gods
Roofing, Guttering and OutsideWork.




We are Branching Out
t . • ,:ti• htoonttat eontinuelly lied Intend to keep it up as km, as there is any room tor Is-
ere., illent In any of all our departments capable of 1111provesnent. We aim to be at
The Top of the Tree,
31'n 1,01.nol to get there If there I, an attic in honest methsrls, fair dealings mei fair
p• IVe have had such ne +tore.* in our iiiisinese that we now have another *legate store-
room, and have them imi h chocked full of Furniture of every description We &resew prepared
1,101,111 orders entrusted to us., and will guarantee that oar goats awl pewee will e deparr with
those of ati Iisiis ta n Le eottnty. Pei e
The Most Complete Line of Furniture
Itver earried all thb, an.I ran 'sea you 10 per cent or mese on every purchaae. We lstend
to show the people just what energy and enterprise can do.
Bound to Crowd Competitors Off Their Roost,
,%i,4 at',' the people lots grade pro'." with high g'a'le goods. We have marked our
Fine Parlor and Ghatnber suits DOW!)
• 11,h,n1AhIng13 IOW that el eri y-oung man isn't old bachelor' in this state can get ma. rigid
ergo ',led they ran get as a je an I by bily,ug their furniture (rem ine Wall street Irsralture
Palace"( ours, furni-h their entire honey with elegant goods at a mere eon, Remember that
cc toll no goo& that we are I504 141113ng Le guarantee to glee satisfactien both In quality and
Price. We usia give a tivket in oar big drawing f..r every dollar attest with at. Ito Inen sleep
before you have beeii arolind and Itioke I through Die Wall :".treet Furniture Palace and seen all
the leading not ' 'he da •
C. IL CLAII & CO.,
"Murderers of High Prices.
Rooms No. 9 and 10 Ninth Street.
Qff,o =Lear Tear-se:reeler Depot, Comm:nor co Stymie+.
LARheVILLE, TENN.
• 00
•
•
ate
